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FG Reverses EFCC, NFIU
10% Of Recovered Loot

Asks NASS to restore N103bn to budget
Percentage encourages fraud, in contrast to the Acts of agencies – Zainab Ahmed
Reps demand 10-year plan to produce electric car
PAGE 7
Seek adequate funds for research institutions
NGF, NLC To FG: Don’t Postpone Inevitable,
Act Now On Subsidy Removal
BY MUSTAPHA SULEIMAN AND CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

Nigeria Governors’ Forum in
partnership with the Ayuba Wabaled Nigeria Labour Congress, have
urged the Federal Government,
to expedite action on the issue

of fuel subsidy removal to avoid
postponing the inevitable.
The governors and organized
labour gave the advice after a
meeting to deliberate on subsidy
CONTINUE ON PAGE 6

Corruption Ranking: ICPC Faults TI, Says
Report Based On Outdated Data Sources

BY WISDOM ONYEISI, ABUJA

Independent Corrupt Practices and Other
Related Crimes Commission, ICPC, has
faulted the global anti-corruption
coalition, Transparency International,
TI, that rated Nigeria the second most

corrupt country in West Africa. In the
2021 Corruption Perceptions Index
released by TI on Tuesday, Nigeria
dropped five places, scoring 24 out of
100 points in the 2021 index.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 6

EDITORIAL
Need To Sustain January – December Budget Cycle

T

he country’s yearly budget spells out the detail
of government’s expected income as well as
expenditure over a period of one year. Besides,
it acts as a financial plan for an organisation or
company’s expenditures for a fiscal year, as most
private firms await for the nation’s budget.
It is instructive to note that to come up with an annual
budget, entails balancing out business’ sources of income
against its expenses, and it is considered to be balanced
if projected expenditures are equal to projected revenues.
Interestingly, creating a budget plan gives room for
control of financial inflows and expenditures.
Therefore, in the year 2019 when Nigeria recommitted

back to January-December Budget circle many breathed
a sigh of relief because of its inherent benefits to both
public and private sector operators.
Experts are of the view that a budget as financial plan for
a defined period, of one year, requires adequate attention
to be paid to the basic elements that have the potentials of
positively impacting on the wellbeing of the people. In the
case of government’s budget, the capital component can
be regarded as the most important, although recurrent
expenditures also serve some useful purposes.
CONTINUE ON PAGE 3

Kidnappers Abduct Jonathan’s Cousin In Bayelsa
POLITICS

We Haven’t Zoned
Presidential Ticket
To South, Buni
Insists

Nigeria Targets
$40bn Investments
In Digital
Infrastructure

Butswat said,”He was picked up
at Dimrose Road in Yenagoa. We
are intensifying effort to rescue
him and arrest the kidnappers.
“We are working on a promising
lead.”

CONTINUE ON PAGE 6
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Pending
Issues Before
APC National
Convention
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POLITICS

Engineering Limited.
Though details of Jephthah’s
abduction had been sketchy, the
Police Public Relations Officer,
Bayelsa State Command, SP
Asinim Butswat, confirmed the
incident.

Subsidy
Extension
Stalls PIA
Implementation

PAGE 24

A gang of gunmen believed to be
kidnappers have abducted Jephthah
Robert, a cousin of former President
Goodluck Jonathan.
Our correspondent gathered that

the gunmen abducted their victim
at about 9:30pm on Tuesday at his
residence around Dimrose Road, in
Yenagoa, the state capital.
The victim is the elder brother of
Azibaola Robert, who is the Founder
and Chief Executive Officer of Zeetin
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Cross section of students from Nkanu-West LGA of Enugu State during a ‘ Save the Young against corruption ‘ campaign by Global Society for Anti-corruption
(GSAC) in Agbani Community of Nkanu-West LGA of Enugu yesterday.
PHOTO: MICHAEL AGAGDA /MO/NAN

First Lady Blames Cancer Spread
On Poor Awareness
BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU,
ABUJA

First
Lady,
Aisha
Muhammadu
Buhari
has identified lack of
awareness as a major
factor for the high rate of
cancer mortality.
According
to
a
statement by her media

office, she made the
statement while receiving
members of the Nigerian
Cancer
Society
on
Tuesday, January 25 at
the State House.
Mrs Buhari said this
was why the Future
Assured
Programme
has remained active
in creating awareness,

holding
screening
sessions and making
referrals where necessary.
She reminded the
team that World Cancer
Day, which will hold
on February 4, would
provide a veritable
platform to accelerate the
fight against cancer. She
called on stakeholders to

collaborate and intensify
efforts in ensuring the
proper implementation
of the National Cancer
Control Plan to reduce
the death rate in Nigeria.
Earlier, President of the
Nigerian Cancer Society,
Professor Adamu Umar
reported that cancers
have emerged as a leading

health problem in Nigeria,
lamenting the challenges
to
effective
cancer
control as daunting, but
promising.
He called on the first
lady to lend her weight to
cancer control and assume
personal leadership of the
national cancer control
war.

Group Hails Service Chiefs Over Commitment To Unity
Unity Advocacy Group,
UAG, has hailed the
Armed Forces of Nigeria
for its sacrifices and
commitment to the unity
of the country.
The group said the
armed forces under the
present leadership has
been able to stabilize the
country in the past year of
being in office.
The service chiefs led

by the Chief of Defence
Staff, CDS, General Leo
Irabor, were appointed
on January 26, 2021.
UAG in the press release
signed by the convener,
Ifeanyi Aigbedion, said
from where the present
leadership met the
security situation, there
had been a remarkable
improvement.
The group, therefore,

appealed to Nigerians
to continue to support,
cooperate and pray for the
success of the military.
The statement said the
leadership of the military
has shown commitment,
unity and determination
which has brought results
in various operations
across the country.
“Not forgetting that our
brothers and sisters in the

North-East had a peaceful
Christmas celebration in
2021 due to the dexterity
of military personnel in
that region.
“In the South-South,
economic
saboteurs
stealing crude oil are not
finding it easy. Similarly,
bandits in the NorthWest are under pressure.
While criminals in the
South-East are being

rooted out’’.
The group noted that
the past year has been
one of the good stories
that will get better with
the support of citizens.
“We must appreciate
the sacrifices of our dear
military personnel and
give them the needed
support to restore peace
and stability in our
country”, UAG added.

Others at the event
include the president
of OCI Foundation,
Australia, who informed
the first lady that his
foundation was in Nigeria
to commission a campaign
tagged ‘Arm Our Youth,
ArOY’, and requested her
to support the campaign
to arm young people with
the right information to
prevent cancer.
A coalition of cancer
survivors,
Network
of People Impacted
by Cancer in Nigeria,
NEPICIN, was also at the
event.
The champion of the
coalition, Gloria Orji,
noted that cancer patients
are stigmatized and yearn
for better and affordable
cancer care, saying their
organization is willing
to support any cause
that will better the lot of
patients in Nigeria.
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VISION STATEMENT

To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Need To Sustain January – December Budget Cycle
FROM COVER PAGE

However, “a budget as it were outlines the
estimated government expenditure and
expected income. An operating budget
consists of revenues and expenses over
a period of time, and might have a high
level summary, followed by detail of each
line item and the revenue and expense
targets. It is an indispensable tool in
successful running of any government in
power.
“Some of the high points of having a
budget include paving way for increased
coordination of fiscal, macroeconomic,
monetary and trade policies of the
government. And integrating annual
budgets & Medium-Term Fiscal Strategies
into rolling Medium & Long-term
National Plans is a recipe for achieving
inclusive and sustainable economic
growth and prosperity.”
It would be recalled that the country
at some point smoothly implemented a
year budget cycle running from January
of a given year to December for many
years. Contrastingly, that plummeted
and threw the country’s budget into a
chaotic scene of unpredictable budget
cycle that was difficult to ascertain when
each year’s appropriation bill would be
enacted in to law.
Interestingly, this comes with its
attendant draw back because the system
stifles planning, the very essence which

Who
SAID
What?
IN THE NEWS

The capitulation on
the subsidy removal
did not come as
a surprise. There
were too many odds
against the move.
– CEO of the Centre
for the Promotion of
Private Enterprise,
Dr Muda Yusuf.

budgeting seeks to enhance. Many
corporations are often left in quandary,
stocked in between, since some of them
run January-December budget cycle.
This, experts say does not augur well for
businesses.
Aside, many capital projects have been
left either unexecuted or abandoned
completely due to numerous factors. One
has been the procedure of trying to obtain
no objection certification from the due
process office. Often, many contractors
handling capital
نيجيرياprojects
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It would be recalled
that the country at
some point smoothly
implemented a
year budget cycle
running from
January of a given
year to December for
many years.
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have complained of the short time
frame available to them for procurement
purposes from the date the budget is
passed into law and the execution period.
Besides, at the end, some well thought
projects are affected adversely when they
fail to get necessary certifications to
proceed with the work.
It is on this note that we commend
the executive and legislative arms
of government for ensuring a stable
January to December budget cycle since
the year 2020.
This will no doubt give the Federal
Government ample opportunities
to reinvigorate its commitment
towards building lasting, endurable,
and increasingly more innovative
infrastructures with a view to providing
enabling environment for rapid national
development in the area of education,
health care, water supply and sanitation.
We hold the view that in the area of
keeping faith with implementing JanuaryDecember Budget Circle the President
Muhammadu Buhari led administration
and members of the National Assembly
have done tremendously well.
In this vein, we call for its sustenance
even after Buhari serves out his tenure
because taking the nation back to the
hullabaloo between the executive and
legislature over budget matters will not
only make Nigeria a laughingstock but a
nation that is against itself.
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Talent In African Journalism
BY CALEB ISHAYA, ABUJA

British
Broadcasting
Corporation, BBC, has kicked
off the search for a future star
of African journalism with the
launch of the seventh BBC
World News Komla Dumor

Davie

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Members of Nigeria Labour
Congress (NLC), Trade Union
and members of National
Union of Electricity Employees
picketing Yola Electricity
Distribution Company following
disengagement of staff and
monthly bills tariff increase in
Yola.
Photo: Mohammed Adams/NAN

Award.
The search for the next
winner was launched with an
online event on January 26
featuring an exclusive interview
with Komla Dumor’s family.
The interview was conducted

by the former winner, Victoria
Rubadiri, who spoke with
Komla’s widow, Kwansema
Dumor, and two of their
children in their home, the first
time an award recipient has had
an opportunity to learn more
about Komla from his family in
this way.
Kwansema shared that she
was “proud’ of her husband’s
impact at the BBC, and also
told Victoria that her family
are “thankful to the BBC for
remembering him” through
the prize.
In a statement he issued
yesterday, BBC World Service
Group
Communications
Publicist, Marina Forsythe, said
the corporation is encouraging
journalists across Africa to
apply for the prestigious
prize which seeks to promote
and celebrate outstanding
journalistic talent living and
working on the continent.
Forsyther said the winner
would spend three months
working with BBC News teams

in London across television,
radio and online and would
be given the opportunity to
sharpen their journalism skills
through training, workshops
and mentorship with leading
BBC journalists.
As part of the placement, the
successful candidate will have
the opportunity to travel to a
country in Africa to report on a
story that they have researched
with the report broadcasted to
BBC’s global audiences.
Applications
close
on
February 16, 23:59 GMT.
Interested applicants are
to get information about the
award, including how to apply,
entry criteria, and terms
and conditions on: https://
careerssearch.bbc.co.uk/jobs/
job/BBC-World-News-KomlaDumor-Award/58367.
They can also contact Ekene
Oboko, Publicist ekene.oboko@
bbc.co.uk on or +44 (0) 7812
772111 and Marina Forsythe,
Publicist
marina.forsythe@
bbc.co.uk or on +44 (0) 07720

671372
Launched in 2015, the prize
was set-up to honour the
memory of the distinguished
Ghanaian broadcaster, Komla
Dumor, who presented on
BBC Africa and BBC World
News. Known for championing
robust, dynamic journalism
and for his commitment to
reporting African stories
comprehensively
and
authentically, he made a
significant impact on Africa and
the rest of the world.
The BBC is committed to
continuing Komla’s legacy
through the award by
empowering journalists from
Africa to tell original and
nuanced African stories to
reach international audiences.
The previous BBC World
News Komla Dumor Award
winners are Nancy Kacungira
(2015), Didi Akinyelure (2016),
Amina Yuguda (2017), Waihiga
Mwaura (2018), Solomon
Serwanjja (2019), Victoria
Rubadiri (2020).
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NEWS IN BRIEF
FHA Set For Mass Employment
Managing Director of the Federal Housing Authority,
FHA, Sen. Gbenga Ashafa, says the agency is creating
mass employment opportunities through astronomical
increase in housing delivery nationwide.
This is contained in a statement issued by FHA
Spokesman, Kenneth Chigelu.
Ashafa stated during a handover of keys to
beneficiaries of 60 houses in Academic Garden City,
Kalgo, Birnin Kebbi, recently.

Air Force Institute, EFCC Sign
Training MoU
Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, EFCC, and
the Nigerian Air Force Institute of Technology, NAIT,
yesterday, January 26, 2022, signed a Memorandum
of Understanding, MOU, for cooperation in specialized
training, especially in cybercrime and digital forensics.
Speaking at the ceremony which took place at the
Commission’s headquarters in Jabi, Abuja, the Executive
Chairman, Abdulrasheed Bawa expressed delight that
the MoU is centered on areas of the Commission’s core
competence.

BEDC Commends Illah
Community Over Vandals’ Arrest

MARK

UTAZINTA
BARBER

Phone Number:
07069564732

Instagram:
markutazinta

Office Address:

3 Extension, Edam Street, Phase 1,
Jikwoyi, Abuja.

Mark Utazinta is a skilled and creative
barber who is passionate about
giving his customers an attractive and
striking look.
He is an undergraduate of Federal
Polytechnic, Nasarawa State who
took on self-employment to work
towards his goal of being financially
independent. His passion was
endured out of the need to maintain
good hair texture and style in the
beautification industry.
Mark hopes to contribute his
measures in nation’s building by
training promising and enthuse
youths to become their own boss and
have self-sufficiency.

Management of BEDC Electricity Plc. has commended
Illah Community in Oshimili North Local Government
Area of Delta State for its role in the arrest of electricity
vandals stressing the rising cases of vandalism across its
franchise areas which it says aside being an economic
crime is an act of sabotage against the good purpose
and intents of the company. The management said,
the power sector has been the most hit in the most
devastating manner and the effect of vandalism cannot
be over emphasized as residential customers, industries,
small and medium scale businesses are being starved of
power as a result of the activities of vandals.
It will be recalled that the anti-cult group of Illah
community had assisted BEDC in apprehending vandals
who vandalized transformers in the community.

TODAY’S WEATHER
FORECAST
ABUJA
LAGOS
CALABAR
ENUGU
BENIN CITY
LOKOJA
MAKURDI
YOLA
KADUNA

33°C
34°C
34°C
34°C
34°C
36°C
36°C
34°C
30°C
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Corruption
Ranking: ICPC
Faults TI, Says
Report Based
On Outdated

Kidnappers
Abduct
Jonathan’s Cousin
In Bayelsa
FROM COVER PAGE

FROM COVER PAGE

The media consultant
to the ICPC chairman,
Oluyinka
Akintunde,
in his presentation on
Nigeria’s global anticorruption
coalition
assessment, said the
report was based on
outdated data sources.
He said only five out
of the 13 data sources
used by TI were current,
while eight others were
based on 2017, 2018
and 2019, which were
also used in previous
years without taking
cognisance of the actions
or new developments in
the country.
He said, “Nigeria
performed better under
the African Development
Bank country assessment,
but TI has not explained
why it stopped using the
AfDB assessment.
“Transparency
International will need
to explain why the AfDB
country
policy
and
institutional assessment
is no longer used for the
country’s score in CPI.
We must know that the
fight against corruption
is not about numbers but
systems.”
would be recalled
that the ICPC chairman
Bolaji Owasanoye had
said the nation should
question TI’s assessment
parameters which gave
western
countries
receiving illicit financial
flows a clean bill while
thumbing down countries
that are victims of graft.

Malami

From left: Oyo State Overseer, Deeper Life Christian Church, Pastor Soji Ajayi; General Superintendent, Pastor Williams
Kumuyi, his wife, Esther and Wife of Oyo State Overseer, Bukola during the arrival of Pastor Kumuyi at the Airport in
Ibadan on Wednesday.
PHOTO: TIMOTHY ADEOGODIRAN/MO/NAN

No group had claimed
responsibility for Jephthah’s
abduction even as the
motive behind his kidnap
could not be ascertained
as of the time of filing this
report.
The
abduction
of
Jonathan’s cousin occurred
24 hours after the state
Commissioner for Industry,
Trade and Investment,
Federal Otokito, was freed
by his abductors. Otokito
was whisked away from
his residence on January
20 in his community,
Otuokpoti, in the Ogbia
Local Government Area of
the state. The commissioner
spent about five days in the
custody of his assailants
before he was released on
Monday.

NGF, NLC To FG: Don’t Postpone Inevitable,
Act Now On Subsidy Removal
FROM COVER PAGE

removal held at the NGF
Secretariat, in Maitama,
Abuja.
The two bodies agreed
that the gap in the subsidy
removal agenda was a
hidden falsehood being
bandied by Nigeria National
Petroleum Corporation in
the administration of the
subsidy.
The bodies identified
that
such
untruths
remained in the forefront
of the mismanagement of
proceeds of the nation’s oil
resources.
Chairman of the Nigeria
Governors Forum and
Governor of Ekiti State,
Dr Kayode Fayemi, argued
that the nation’s economy
is at the precipice.
He noted that it has
become necessary for the
two groups to carefully
verify all of NNPC’s
estimates to ensure that
whatever action is taken
on the subsidy issue, would
benefit the people and not
a few wealthy individuals
and their cronies in the
country.
The meeting was also
attended by the TUC
president and leaders of
the organized Labour in
the country.
Dr. Fayemi on his
part told the Labour
leaderships that subsidy
removal has remained

an on-gong conversation
not just among governors
but the country at large
and emphasised that
governors cannot but be
part of the solution providers
in this onerous task that is
confronting the nation.
The position of the NGF
and the NLC was contained
in a statement signed
by Abdulrazaque BelloBarkindo, Head, Media
and Public Affairs, NGF
Secretariat, on Wednesday.
Barkindo said, “There
are raging questions of
accountability associated
with subsidy removal in the
country and it was observed
that the NGF and the NLC
can jointly work together
to proffer solutions to heal
the economy and provide
succour to the Nigerian
people.”
The meeting was also
attended by Governors
Simon Lalong of Plateau
State and chairman of
the Northern Governors
Forum, and Governor
Godwin Obaseki of Edo
State.
Fayemi who stressed
that the governors cannot
ignore the economics of
petroleum, argued that all
the countries surrounding
Nigeria like Niger, Mali,
Cameroun and Ghana
have their fuel pump price
at the equivalent of a US
dollar.

He said that Nigeria
has a pump price that is
far less than a dollar and
is uncomfortable with
the removal of subsidy
until the challenge of
what the NNPC is telling
the country is confronted
frontally.
“We need a partnership
with the NLC to confront
the challenges of what the
NNPC is about, because
there is a lot of fraud in
the consumption and
distribution figures that
the country is getting
and we can only move
forward if the NLC
engages all those who
are knowledgeable in the
field like PENGASSAN
to conduct a thorough
research into the sector
before any further action
is taken on subsidy,” Dr
Fayemi stated.
On the part of the
states, Dr Fayemi stated
that only about eight
states are benefitting
directly from the subsidy
while all the others have
to contend with the
situation on their own.
The Governor of Ekiti
State also insisted that
the partnership with
the NLC must confront
the perennial issue
of palliatives for the
common man to cushion
the effects of subsidy
removal on the citizenry.

He stated that “not
tackling the problem now
is tantamount to postponing
the evil day.”
“Finding succour for
the ordinary Nigerian at
this time is absolutely
imperative and necessary
now more than ever,” the
NGF Chairman added.
One of the issues, which
formed the terms for
convening the meeting
was to plead with Labour
to jettison their decision
to embark on what they
referred to as a megastrike and join hands with
Governors to consider the
dimensions at play on the
subsidy removal palaver
because governors through
their internal mechanisms
had already found out that
what is paid is egregiously
higher than what is
actually being declared by
the country’s petroleum
industry managers.
The Governor of Edo
State, Mr Godwin Obaseki,
who serves the NGF’s
economic analyst on
key issues, warned that
they have a choice of
continuing to behave like
Father Christmas (Santa
Claus) or take concrete
actions on a problem
that is permanently with
us rather than throwing
away N3tr on subsidy.
Obaseki
suggested
that the nation can,

in the interim, increase
productivity to reduce
imports and create jobs.
He also emphasised
that the country would do
well to revamp the power
sector, which is virtually
comatose because without
power, we will continue
to throw millions of our
people into unemployment,
and ultimately, poverty,
reminding all present that
we should know that we have
a country to manage.
Also, Governor Simon
Lalong of Plateau state
recalled that the NGF had
spent three years on this
matter because we cannot
continue with subsidising
petroleum products.
He stated that we must
find options and create
opportunities that address
the hardships that stare
our people in the face.
Lalong volunteered that
the painstaking work that
led to the solutions that
the NGF was highlighting
took a year to script
together and warned
therefore that the fact
that we are sitting here
with Labour to resolve the
contending issue does not
mean that all should go to
sleep.
He said the teams from
the two groups should
immediately set out to
work to find the light at
the end of the tunnel.
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FG Reverses EFCC, NFIU 10% Of Recovered Loot

Asks NASS to restore N103bn to budget
Percentage encourages fraud, in contrast to the Acts of agencies – Zainab Ahmed
Reps demand 10-year plan to produce electric car
Seek adequate funds for research institutions

BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE, ABUJA

Federal Government has approved
amendments to the 2022 budget and reversed
previous approvals granted the Economic and
Financial Crimes Commission, EFCC, and the
Nigerian Financial Intelligence Unit, NFIU, to
retain 10 percent of recovered loots.
President Muhammadu Buhari had on
December 31 2021 signed the 2022 budget
into law. He was, however, displeased with
some changes as well as major additions and
reductions made by the National Assembly in
critical projects ‘without justification.
Speaking to the State House
correspondents after the Federal Executive
Council , FEC, meeting presided over by
President Buhari, the Minister of Finance, Mrs
Zainab Ahmed, said the amendments will be
sent to the National Assembly.
According to the Minister, “The second
memo we presented to Council today
(Wednesday) has to do with a request
for approval of the 2022 Appropriation
Amendment.
“If you recall, when the President signed the
2022 Appropriation into law on December
31, he had raised some concerns that he
had in some of the provisions in the budget
and had indicated that he will be submitting
an amendment proposal to the National
Assembly for them to effect improvements
in what has been done to the budget.
“So, today Council took that amendment
proposal and I just want to report that part of
the requests that Council has approved today
is for the National Assembly to repeal clauses
10 and 11.
“Clause 10 is referring to a provision that
has been made that will enable the EFCC
and NFIU to be able to take 10% of whatever
collections that they recovered.
“We’re asking for that to be repealed
because this is in direct contrast to the

Acts of these two agencies and also it is in
contravention of the Fiscal Responsibility
Act and the Finance Act 2021.
“Clause 11, on the other hand, is a provision
that has been made that says that the Nigeria
embassies and missions are now authorized
by this Appropriation Act to expend funds
allocated to them under Capital Components
without the need to seek approval of the
Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
“This again, in a view, and Council agreed,
is inconsistent with financial regulations and
also inconsistent with the provisions of the
Public Procurement Act. So, we are asking for
this to be repealed”.
The minister further said, “Council also
approved that some of the changes that were
made in the Appropriation Act, totaling N103
billion, should be restored and examples of
these are N22 billion that was provided for
sinking fund to mature bonds that will be
ready for payment in 2022 in the Nigerian
domestic market.
“And also N12 billion for counterpart

“

The Federation
noted that the
unprecedented rate
of unemployment
was the root of the
social vices in the
country.

funding that is required for the various rail
projects and N189 million to be adjusted
also in the budgets of the Ministry of
Transport, Secretary to the Government of
the Federation and the Head of Service.
“These are projects that are provided in
these ministries that are completely unrelated
to their mandate, so implementation will be
a problem.
“Also, N5 billion to be restored for nonregular allowances of the Nigerian Navy,
N15 billion to be restored for the regular
allowances of the police formations and police
commands and several others that Council
looked at in detail.
“So, there’s a detailed schedule of this

N103 billion that Mr. President will be formally
conveying to the National Assembly to restore the
adjustments that were made”, she added.

Meanwhile, the House of Representatives
has mandated its committees on Tertiary
Education and Services, Land Transport,
Environment and Science and Technology
to engage stakeholders to design a 10–
Year Action Plan to improve the research
capabilities of Nigeria’s tertiary institutions
with the intent to improve the automobile
industry.
This is just as the House urged the Federal
Government to adequately fund institutions
involved in research, production of electric
and solar cars. At the same time enjoined the
National Automotive Design and Development

Council ,NADDC, to design a workable plan on how
to produce electric cars in commercial quantities in
Nigeria, using homegrown human capital.
The chairman, House Committee on Defence,
Babajimi Benson, on in a motion in Need

to Increase Funding for Innovation and
Technology in Tertiary Education, noted
that the Faculty of Engineering, University of
Nigeria, Nsukka, UNN, recently unveiled its
first five-seater electric car, Christened Lion

Ozumba 551.
In the same vein, the House mandated

its Committee on Labour Employment and
Productivity to develop a comprehensive industrial
revolution template featuring both economic and
social impact projections and report back within
six weeks for further legislative action.
The Member representing Ahiazu/Ezinitte
Federal Constituency of Imo State Hon. Chinedu
Emeka Martins in a motion in the Urgent Need to
Combat Unemployment and Social Vices through
Establishment of Industries Across.
The Federation noted that the unprecedented
rate of unemployment was the root of the social
vices in the country.
He explained that currently experienced
unemployment in the country and 33.3%
unemployment and the 28% youth unemployment
rates amounting to over 11 million unemployed
youths, verifies the lack of cottage industries in
the country. This, he said, should have played a
critical role in engaging youthful energy positively
in the production of raw materials as well as semi–
finished products, thus distracting young people
from taking up social vices as the only alternative
for survival and social mobility.
Benson had his motion noted that the car,

which is said to be part of the drive to accord
innovation and technology attention in
the institution was made with 80% locally–
sourced materials and can cover a 30–
kilometer distance when fully charged.
Benson further said in 2014, an
undergraduate of the Faculty of Engineering,
Obafemi Awolowo University, Segun Oyeyiola
converted a Volkswagen Beetle into the wind
and solar–powered car.
He opined that given the wanton
environmental pollution and renewed
campaign for a greener source of energy
and transportation, any vehicle that is
environmentally friendly and doesn’t emit
toxic gasses should be encouraged.
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They discussed ways to enhance cooperation in the judicial and justice fields between the two ministries

Justice Minister Discusses
Cooperation With British Counterpart
Saudi Arabia’s Minister of Justice,
Dr Walid Al-Samaani met his
British counterpart, Dominic
Raab in London to discuss ways to
enhance cooperation in the judicial
and justice fields between the two
ministries.
Al-Samaani said the Kingdom
has achieved great qualitative leaps
during the past years through its
transformational projects and
developing and improving all
sectors.

He told Raab that, “the interest
and support of the Kingdom’s
leadership contributed to a
qualitative developmental shift
in the judicial and justice sector
in the Kingdom at its substantive
and procedural levels,” Saudi Press
Agency reported.
Al-Samaani said this included
applying the concept of
institutional justice, activating the
specialized judiciary, supporting
human rights, and digitizing

judicial services in courts and
notaries.
He also touched on Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s
recent announcement to develop
the specialised legislation system
through four basic systems,
including the system of evidence
that was issued and will be
implemented soon.
“This qualitative legislative
development
will
achieve
more justice, enhance judicial

guarantees, will be consistent
with international conventions,
and respond to the digital and
economic changes the world is
witnessing by developing legal and
preventive tools,” he said.
A number of British judicial
leaders also attended the meeting
and the visit is aimed at boosting
mutual cooperation between
the two countries in light of a
memorandum of understanding
signed between the two sides.

KSA Sculptor Carves Niche For Self
Work of sculptor Nasser Hawsawi
has been a hit with visitors to Riyadh
Oasis, one of the 14 zones set up
around the capital during Riyadh
Season.
An engineer by training, the
30-year-old Saudi from Makkah
has only been sculpting for about
four years and is self-taught but his
work has already earned praise and
acclaim, and a few famous fans.
“Sculpting is an authentic art
that simulates shapes, individuals,
harmony, rhythm, balance, visual
pleasure and various dimensions
in order to reach a certain artistic
depth, conveying a high artistic
sense by representing the details of
the human form,” said Hawsawi.
He is exhibiting his work at Riyadh

Oasis in a studio that is open to
visitors. He has also given a number
of live sculpting demonstrations
during which he created sculptures
of famous Arab singers while they
performed on stage, including Nawal
Al-Zoghbi, Majid Al-Mohandis and
Assala Nasri, and then presented the
finished pieces to them at the end of
the show.
“Drawing on sand dunes sparked
an interest in sculpting four years
ago, which led me to acquire more
knowledge about the art and the
precision required to carve a beautiful
sculpture,” said Hawsawi. Thanks to
his engineering background, he said
his knowledge of the characteristics
of various materials and types of soil,
and his familiarity with 3D design,

helped him develop his craft.
“It motivated me and made me
passionate about seeing things from
a different perspective that simulate
the different angles of artworks,” he
said.
He said that his passion for art
grew to the point that he decided to
leave his stressful engineering career
behind to pursue his art.
“I started to feel psychological
pressures from my job as a civil
engineer working on the roads in
the city of Makkah,” said Hawsawi.
“This pushed me to unload these
pressures through drawing and
sculpting with sand, clay and rocks.
I was able to transform this mental
exhaustion in the field of road design
into an artistic explosion, through

which I could breathe, while also
living in its details and caring for its
visual outcomes.”
He said that his works range
in price from $1,000 to $5,000,
depending on size and detail. He sells
them at exhibitions or through his
Instagram account, which has more
than 19,000 followers.
Sculptures of women require
more work than those of men, he
said, because they have more delicate
features that demand more attention
and precision. The materials he
uses are sourced from outside the
Kingdom.
“I use clay, with which I have
established a strong artistic bond,
while also carving on gypsum,” he
said.

PIF Unveils
Leading Gaming,
E-Sports Group
Savvy Gaming
Public Investment Fund, PIF,
announced yesterday, the launch
of Savvy Gaming Group, where
its board of directors is chaired
by Crown Prince Muhammed bin
Salman, Chairman of the Council
of Economic and Development
Affairs.
Savvy Gaming Group aims at
being leading in developing the
electronic games and sports at
the local and international levels,
PIF clarified.
PIF stated that the Savvy Games
Group will work in harmony to
support a comprehensive system
for the sector.
Meanwhile, Savvy Gaming
Group has signed an acquisition
agreement on ESL, which is a
leading international company
in the entertainment events
and competitions in the field of
e-sports, in addition to FACE
IT Company, which is a leading
digital platform in the e-sports,
in a bid to enhance its ambitious
future plans.
As a result of the Savvy Gaming
Group’s acquisition of ESL and
FACE IT, the two companies
merged under the name “ESL
FACE IT Group” to act as the
foundation stone to realise Savvy
Group’s targets in the sector.
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Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan meets his Thai counterpart Don Pramudwinai

Kingdom Welcomes
AlECSO Member
States To Alula
Saudi Arabia kicked off the
executive meeting of Arab
League Educational, Cultural, and
Scientific Organization, in AlUla
on Tuesday.
The meeting, which runs from
January 25-27, is being held in the
Kingdom for the second time after
42 years, and focuses on several
issues related to the organisation’s
work, its strategic development,
and its future direction.
Saudi Arabia currently chairs
the organisation’s executive
council after Hani Al-Muqbel,
Saudi Arabia’s representative,
was elected chairman until 2023
in July of last year.
AlUla, the host city for
ALECSO’s executive council
meeting, is considered one of
the most important sites for
culture and heritage in Saudi
Arabia, standing as a witness
to generations of civilizations
throughout history.
In his opening remarks, AlMuqbel said the meeting of the
current session takes place in one
of the oldest cities in the Arabian
Peninsula, home of the Hegra
UNESCO World Heritage site.
He added that AlUla is the
meeting point of three continents
and the gateway to the Arabian
Peninsula from the East and the
West, calling it a living, open
museum full of human heritage
dating back 200,000 years.

Saudi Foreign Minister Meets
Thai Counterpart
Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister
Prince Faisal bin Farhan held talks
with his Thai counterpart Don
Pramudwinai, on the sidelines of
Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha’s
official visit to the Kingdom.
During the meeting, they
discussed ways to enhance joint
cooperation in many fields and at
all levels, in addition to exchanging
views on several regional and
international issues to achieve the
interests of the two countries, the
Saudi foreign ministry said.
“The two sides also touched on the
importance of intensifying bilateral
consultation and coordination
to push relations toward broader
horizons,” the statement added.
Prince Faisal said the premier’s

visit aimed to converge the
viewpoints of both kingdoms and
consult to end outstanding issues,
as well as strengthen bilateral
relations.
He said that the two countries
are looking forward to intensifying
bilateral action in maintaining
security and stability, combating
terrorism and extremism in all its
forms and manifestations, and
drying up sources of terrorism and
its financing.
Prince Faisal said that his country
is keen to work with all international
partners to continue efforts that
achieve global peace and security.
He also said the two kingdoms
intend to raise the level of economic
cooperation between them in light

of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030 and
its ambitious programs, adding
that the volume of the Kingdom’s
exports to Thailand amounted to $4
billion in 2020, while the volume of
Thailand’s exports to the Kingdom
amounted to $1.65 billion.
Prince Faisal said both countries
agreed to continue work on
developing their ties in all fields,
political and economic cooperation,
and extending more bridges of
communication between them.
Meanwhile, Prayut departed
Riyadh later on Tuesday, concluding
his visit. He was seen off at King
Khalid International Airport by
Minister of Commerce and Acting
Minister of Information Dr. Majid
Al-Qasabi.

Aramco Tops Coys On Brand Finance Global 500 List
Saudi Aramco has maintained its
position as the Middle East’s most
valuable brand, with the Brand
Finance Global 500 2022 report
valuing the Kingdom’s oil giant at
$43.6 billion.
Following a difficult period for
the oil and gas sector as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic, Aramco
placed 31st in the list and is the only
Arab company in the top 100 of the
world’s 500 most valuable brands in
2022.
It recently announced plans to
increase its production capacity
from 12 million barrels per day to

13 million bpd by 2027.
“Despite there only being seven
brands from the Middle East in the
Brand Finance Global 500 ranking,
their strong performances prove
once again that the region punches
well above its weight on the global
stage,” Andrew Campbell, managing
director of Brand Finance Middle
East, told Arab News. “The future
looks bright, with all of the brands
from the region, including Aramco,
ADNOC, Etisalat, and stc, seeing
positive brand value growth this
year.”
The Abu Dhabi National Oil

Company was the second most
valuable brand in the region and
held on to the top spot in the UAE,
asserting the dominance of the oil
sector.
ADNOC managed to score a 19
percent brand value growth to $12.8
billion, the fastest among the top 10
oil and gas brands globally, which sees
it hold on to its position as the second
most valuable brand in the region.
Its CEO Dr. Sultan Al-Jaber was
crowned the highest-ranked CEO
outside of the US and China. He is
also the top-scoring leader in the oil
and gas sector.

Prince Khalid Bin
Salman, Chinese
Defense Minister
Discuss Cooperation
Saudi Arabia’s Deputy Defense
Minister, Prince Khalid bin Salman
and China’s Minister of National
Defense
discussed
defense
cooperation yestterday.
During a virtual meeting, Prince
Khalid and Wei Fenghe reviewed the
historic ties between Saudi Arabia
and China.
The officials also explored
ways to strengthen their military
coordination.

Four Expats Arrested
For Insulting
National Flag
Jeddah Police yesterday arrested
four Bangladeshi residents for
insulting the national flag, according
to the spokesman of Makkah police.
The spokesman said they were
referred to Public Prosecution after
taking the necessary legal measures
against him.
The spokesperson also called for
respecting, preserving the national
flag and not offending it in any
way. He stressed that anyone who
violates this will be arrested and
legal measures will be taken against
him.
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Edo: ASUU Rejects
Transfer Of Suit
On AAU Laws To
Benin

Army Will
Recruit Only Fit
Applicants - COAS
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

Chief of Army Staff,
COAS,
LieutenantGeneral Faruk Yahaya,
said only candidates
who
are
medically
and physically fit will
be recruited into the
Nigerian Army.
He gave the assurance
when he visited the
Nigerian Army Battle
Fitness Centre, NABFC,
in Falgore, Kano State,
where the ongoing
screening exercise for 82
Regular Recruit Intake is
being conducted.
In a statement issued by
the Director, Army Public
Relations,
BrigadierGeneral
Onyema
Nwachukwu, the COAS
charged the recruitment
officers to leverage on
the experience garnered
from previous exercises
to improve upon the
conduct of the ongoing
recruitment
and
ensure that the goals
of the exercise are not
compromised.
He also assured that
he will equip the centre
with more training aids
and facilities to enhance
training.
The
Director
of
Manpower
Planning,
Major-General
Umar
Musa, while briefing the
COAS, pointed out that
over 3,800 candidates
are currently undergoing
screening at the centre,
adding that the main goal
of the exercise is to recruit
young and physically
fit Nigerians to fill the
manpower needs of the
army.
The COAS also took a
tour of the centre during
which he inspected
completed, as well as
ongoing projects.
Yahaya also interacted
with the candidates and
left them with some
words of encouragement.

Yahaya

BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Vice President Yemi Osinbajo (L) and The Olu of Warri, His Royal Majesty, Tsola Emiko, Ogiame Atuwatse III, during the
visit of the Traditional Ruler to Vice President’s Office at the Presidential the Presidential Villa in Abuja on Wednesday.
PHOTO: NAN

FUT Minna Awards Degree To
Over 5,000 Students
BY SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Over 5,000 students will be
awarded various degrees at
the convocation ceremony
of the Federal University of
Technology, FUT, Minna.
The Vice Chancellor,
Professor Abdullahi Baba
disclosed this in a press
conference.
The ceremony is to
commence with the
commissioning of over 28

physical projects and award
of honorary degrees to four
eminent Nigerians.
The ceremony which
commenced
yesterday
at the senate chamber
will also feature the
commissioning of projects
executed by NEEDS fund
for the revitalization of
public universities.
He said the activities
will
commence
on
Monday, January 31

with the commissioning
of TETFund projects by
the Executive Secretary,
Professor Suleiman Bogoro
alongside the management
staff of the fund and some
members of the National
Assembly.
The vice chancellor
explained
that
the
Managing Director of
the Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation,
NNPC, Mallam Mele

Kyari will deliver a lecture
entitled “Energy Transition
and Energy Accessibility,
The New Paradigm’’ at the
Vice Chancellor’s Lodge.
He added that the
projects that will be
commissioned over a
three-day period consist
of buildings for offices,
classrooms, theaters and
laboratories, three schools
at Bosso and Gidan Kwano
Campuses.

Govt will Take Over Salaries Of NSU Staff - Gov Sule
BY DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

In a bid to ensure that
students of Nasarawa State
University, NSU, Keffi
continue with their learning
and other activities without
hindrance and to prevent
lecturers from embarking on
industrial action as a result
of outstanding salaries,
Governor Abdullahi Sule has
promised to takeover the
payment of their salaries as
soon as the management
of the university addresses
some loopholes.
The governor made
the promise during the
first public lecture of the
department of economics
titled
“Barayanomics:
Economic
Planning
Imperative
for
the
Sustainability of State in
Nigeria” delivered by Sule on
Tuesday.
He said it will do the

university some good if the
state government takes
over staff salaries, adding
that the university had
excelled in many ways with
special emphasis on how
its graduates get employed
through merit.
“I thought I was only
coming here to deliver a
lecture and go back, but you
put up so many requests
and at the end of the day,
you made kind comments
about what the government
had already done for the
school. I have reviewed
your reports including your
salary structure. Today, I
should have been making
an announcement but I
questioned the level of
employment that you did
recently.
“With an improved
internally
generated
revenue, Nasarawa State
Government will take over

the salaries of the university
100 percent. Definitely, some
roads need to be fixed. I was
among those who criticized
the establishment of this
university when I came back
from America. But today,
we are actually setting up
the colleges of medicine and
engineering. If there was no
university probably we would
not be able to do that.
“You have heard what my
father, the Emir of Lafia,
has mentioned about the
quality of those that you
have graduated from the
faculty of law. It will interest
you to know that when I
was the group managing
director of Dangote, I had
the opportunity of employing
graduates from all over the
country and without mincing
words the graduates that
came from this university
have always excelled. So for
this reason I promise you

that I will send the ministry
of works to access the roads.
By God’s grace we would do
it”, he said.
In an exclusive interview
with
AljazirahNigeria
immediately after the
public lecture, the Vice
Chancellor,
Professor
Suleiman
Mohammed,
said “the governor who
doubles as the visitor to
the university presented
a paper on the economics
of his administration. The
quality of the audience and
the number of people that
attended the event was
fantastic. It provided the
governor the opportunity to
explain what he is doing in
the economic front, the gains
that he has made, policies
that he has put in place and
then going forward, what is
expected from the state. My
impression is that it was quite
educating and enlightening’’.

Counsel to the Academic
Staff Union of Universities,
ASUU, Ambrose Alli
University, AAU, Ekpoma
branch, Mr Kingsley
Obamogie has kicked
against the move by
the Edo State AttorneyGeneral and Commissioner
of Justice, Mr Oluwole
Iyamu (SAN) to transfer
the suit challenging the
amendment of AAU Laws–
Special
Intervention
Powers Provisions Law
2021 to Benin.
Obamogie insisted that
no cogent, convincing or
compelling reasons have
been advanced by the state
government to justify the
transfer of the suit which
is presently pending before
the Ekpoma Division of the
Edo State High Court.
He argued that the
claimants, third, fourth
and fifth defendants are
resident or based in Ekpoma
within Ekpoma Judicial
Division of the High Court
of Edo State, adding that
the university town is,
therefore, convenient.
He said amongst others,
that the subject matter
relates wholly to the state
owned university within
Ekpoma Judicial Division
which is less congested
than the Benin Judicial
Division.
“The suit can be heard
more expeditiously in
Ekpoma than Benin;
judges of the High Court
of Edo State ply the
Benin-Auchi Road to sit
at Ehor, Ekpoma, Uromi,
Ubiaja, Auchi, Fugar,
Agenebode, Igarra, Afuze
and Sabongidda-Ora. The
Almighty God has been
protecting them and the
counsel that appeared
before them and by his
grace, he will continue to
do so”.
Obamogie said it was a
cause for concern that till
date, the defendants are yet
to file their counter affidavit
and written address in
opposition to the claimants’
originating summons filed
on November 8, 2021.
According to him, the
defendants who are in
default of filing their
processes cannot be heard
to be asking for a transfer
of the suit.
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How To Make PPP
Work In Nigeria,
Other Economies UK Varsity Don
BY UKANDI ODEY, JOS

Law lecturer at Roehampton
Law School, University of
Roehampton, London, Dr
Augustine Arimoro, has
explained how Public-Private
Partnership, PPP, can succeed
in Nigeria and other emerging
economies.
Arimoro, a graduate of the
University of Jos and former
lecturer of Law at Nottingham
Trent University, Nottingham,
United Kingdom, spoke with
newsmen in Jos during the
public presentation of premier
his book titled ‘Public-Private
Partnerships in Emerging
Economies’.
He noted that PPP is
overregulated in Nigeria,
which is not investor-friendly,
saying is why it is having some
shortcomings for sectors that
determine the well-being of
the citizenry such as delivery
of infrastructure services.
He opined that government
needs to be proactive and
determined in terms of its
policy on PPP.
“The book explored the
legal, institutional and
regulatory frameworks for
public-private partnerships
in emerging economies
using the comparative legal
research methodology and
also examined how the model
works in at least four other
emerging economies namely,
Brazil, India, Nigeria and
South Africa.
“Throughout the book,
the heart of the discussion is
the need to make emerging
economies investor-friendly
to attract funding for PPP
projects’’, adding that “the
book also discusses the PPP
model and how it can be used
as an alternative to traditional
public procurement given
the challenges with budget
constraints around the world.
“Brazil, India, Nigeria and
South Africa all intend to use
the PPP model as a means
to bridge their respective
infrastructure gaps but to
achieve the goal of building
public infrastructure through
financial support and the
expertise of the private sector,
government must do more
than just produce policies.
Sectors such as energy,
transport, water supply and
power are considered critical
areas in emerging economies”,
he postulated.
He added that “there is
the need to clearly define
what they intend to achieve
with the PPP model. It is not
enough to create a framework
and to make it a state policy.
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NYSC Groans Under Lack Of StartUp Capital For Corps Members
BY JOEL AJAYI, ABUJA

Director-General of the
National Youth Service Corps,
NYSC, Major-General Shuaibu
Ibrahim, has identified
dilapidated camp facilities,
inadequate corps lodges, lack
of befitting accommodation,
as well as lack of start-up
capital for corps members
among others as the
challenges facing the scheme.
To this end, he called on
relevant stakeholders to
help address the foregoing
challenges for the scheme to
record more achievements.
He stated this at the NYSC
2022 annual management
conference held yesterday
in Abuja with the theme:
“Repositioning the NYSC
for Improved Healthcare

Delivery,
Revenue
Generation and Corps
Employment for selfReliance”.
According to him, ‘‘you
will agree with me that
since its establishment in
1973, NYSC has continued
to play vital roles in areas
of national unity and
integration, promotion of
peaceful co-existence among
people of different sociocultural backgrounds and
free movement of labour
among others.
“The
contributions
of the scheme to
national
development,
particularly in the areas
of health, education, rural
infrastructure, culture and
tourism, sports, conduct of
elections and job creation

have attracted commendations
from within and outside the
country.
“Detailed documentation of
these and other contributions
have been made in nine books
that we published and unveiled
to the public last year.
“While we appreciate
stakeholders roles in the
achievements recorded far,
this forum seeks to consolidate
them by generating new ideas
for greater impact.
“This informed the choice of
the theme of the conference.
“It
underscores
our
commitment to the success
of the NYSC mandate and
continued contribution to
national development. In
addition to brainstorming
on various test, lectures will
be presented by experienced

resource persons on topics
relevant to the theme’’.
Speaking on the scheme’s
challenges, Major-General
Ibrahim
said:
“Permit
me to state that despite
the
aforementioned
achievements, the scheme
still faces some challenges.
These arise mainly from
non-discharge of statutory
responsibilities by some
critical stakeholders.
“Problems
such
as
dilapidated camp facilities,
inadequate corps lodges
and lack of befitting
accommodation are being
contended with in some
states. Another area of
concern has to do with the
provision of start-up capital
for corps members acquisition
of entrepreneurial skills”.

From left, Managing Director, Julius Berger PLC, Mr Las Richter; Lagos State Deputy Governor, Dr Obafemi Hamzat; Gov.
Babajide Sanwo-Olu of Lagos State; Special Adviser to the Governor on Works and infrastructure, Mrs Aramide Adeyoye;
Commissioner for Transportation, Dr Fredric Oladeinde and Member House of Representative, Mr James Faleke during the
Flag-Off Legacy Project, Ojota-Opebi Link Bridges and Approach Roads in Lagos on Wednesday.
PHOTO: NAN

Lawan Tasks Security Agencies On Petroleum Smuggling
President of the Senate,
Ahmad Lawan, on Tuesday,
met with heads of security
and paramilitary agencies
and tasked them to do more
to checkmate the smuggling
of petroleum products out of
Nigeria.
In attendance at the
meeting were the ComptrollerGeneral of Nigeria Customs
Service, Colonel Hameed Ali
(rtd), Commandant-General,
Civil Defence Corps, Ahmed
Abubakar Audi, representative
of the Director-General of
the State Security Service,
San Gesto and representative
of
the
Comptroller-

General
of
Nigerian
Correctional Service, Haliru
Abdulmumini.
In a statement by his
Special Adviser, Media, Ola
Awoniyi, Lawan said in his
opening remarks that the
meeting was a follow up
to Monday’s meeting with
the finance and petroleum
ministers which was to
find a way forward on
the administration and
management of fuel subsidy.
The Senate president told
his guests: “We are all aware
that some of the products,
particularly fuel is smuggled
out and yet we paid subsidy

11

on what was smuggled out.
“So this meeting is to look
into the ways and means of
controlling the smuggling of
petroleum products with a view
to minimizing the cost of fuel
subsidy.
“I
know
individually,
these organizations have
been carrying out their
responsibilities but I think
that we are coming into a
special moment. Our situation
is such that we cannot afford to
allow this smuggling business
to continue because the cost is
very huge and debilitating to
our people.
“At a point I will hold a

meeting with the National
Security Adviser, NSA, who
is supposed to coordinate the
entire security apparatus for
protecting our borders.
“I will also hold some
engagement with the military,
especially the navy because a
lot of our products are shipped
out to other countries through
the water ways”, he said.
Responding,
the
comptroller-general of Nigeria
Customs Service said his
agency has been doing a lot
to ensure that the smuggling
of petroleum products out of
Nigeria is minimized to the
barest level.

FCT Minister
Tasks Religious
Leaders On Unity
BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Minister of the Federal
Capital Territory, Malam
Muhammad Bello has
enjoined religious leaders
to continue to promote
peace unity and overall
harmony in the country.
Bello, who made this
call while receiving a
delegation of the Church
of Nigeria, Anglican
Communion led by the
Primate, Most Reverend
Henry Ndukuba who
paid him a courtesy
visit in his office, also
charged religious leaders
to continue to support
the administration of
President Muhammadu
Buhari.
According to the
minister, “It is very
important that those of
you that God Almighty has
bestowed upon leadership,
to use your position
through your actions
and communications to
your flock to really work
towards unity and overall
harmony because these
will keep us going as a
country”.
He
also
sought
their support towards
government’s efforts to
curb the menace of drug
abuse which, according to
him, is prevalent among
youths.
The minister said a lot of
the reports have indicated
that many criminal issues
relating to kidnapping,
banditry, rape and murder
have their roots in drug
abuse.
Earlier in his remarks,
Ndukuba
commended
the minister for creating
an environment and
atmosphere for peaceful
coexistence
in
the
FCT and for political,
economic, socio-political
and religious activities to
thrive.
He also expressed
satisfaction
with
the
people-oriented
programmes of the current
FCT
administration,
noting that the religious
community has keyed
into its programme on
the National Health
Insurance Scheme and
attempts are being made
to develop the youthful
population and entrench
social development for the
populace.
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Compassion
Afriques Seeks
Assistance For
33-yr-old Patient

Monarch Lauds
Buhari On
Security, Good
Governance

DELTA
BY OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Non-Governmental
Organization,
NGO,
Compassion Afriques, has
called on government and
public spirited Nigerians to
come to the aid of a 33-yearold lady, Joy Akatugba to
enable her pay medical bill
as she has been allegedly
abandoned
by
family
members and friends.
Akatugba was picked up
by a team of Compassion
Afriques from where she
was reportedly abandoned
to die by yet-to-be identified
persons along Refinery Road,
Effurun, and taken to Warri
Central Hospital where she is
currently receiving treatment
on her fractured leg and
system failure.
A member of the NGO,
Pastor Festus Fej in a chat
with our correspondent
stated that the victim was
brought half dead to the
hospital, stressing that she
has greatly improved.
Fej said Akatugba’s case is
of rejection, stressing that
“her family members are
not showing any positive
concern” and her medical bill
is being footed by the NGO.
Proprietress
of
the
NGO, Joy Azaka disclosed
that the patient has been
referred to the Delta State
University Teaching Hospital,
DELSUTH, Oghara, Ethiope
West Local Government
Area, for further treatment
on “organ failure”.
Azaka, who spoke through
a member of the NGO, Mrs
Elizabeth Dada, said,”her
condition has improved
compared to when we picked
her up”.
She added that, “One of
her legs will be amputated.
We need five pounds of blood
for her”.
Pastor Azaka said the major
challenge is the accumulated
bill that they have incurred
as a result of the treatment
they have given her and
appealed to the Delta State
Government, NGOs and
public spirited individuals to
come to her aid so as to enable
her continue her treatment.
Akatugba, who hails
from Ethiope East Local
Government Area of Delta
State, said unknown soldiers
allegedly picked her up in
Sapele, beat, inflicted bodily
injuries and abandoned her
along the popular refinery
road in Effurun, Uvwie Local
Government Area.

President Muhammadu Buhari (R) receiving a document from The Olu of Warri, His Royal Majesty, Tsola Emiko, Ogiame
Atuwatse III, during the visit of the Traditional Ruler and members of his entourage to the Presidential Villa in Abuja on
Wednesday.
PHOTO: CALLISTUS EWELIKE/NAN

NAF kills ISWAP Commander Ari, Others
BORNO

BY HASSAN JIRGI, MAIDUGURI

Spokesperson of Nigeria
Air Force, NAF, Air
Commodore
Edward
Gabkwet, has confirmed
the killing of several
ISWAP fighters in air
strikes including one
Mallam Ari who was
identified as the Fiya of
Kirta Wulgo.
The military has kept
to its commitment of
targeting key terrorists
in air interdiction strikes

undertaken by NAF’s
Super Tucano aircrafts
under Operation Hadin
Kai.
According to a senior
military
intelligence
officer, the airstrikes
were authorized after
intelligence
revealed
that over 40 terrorists
were converging on the
fringes of North-East
Kirta Wulgo, close to a
point where a suspected
ISWAP flag was hoisted.
He added that “some

were also seen with
weapons around a nearby
make-shift
structure
which was a likely
indication that it might
have had a high calibre
terrorist target’’.
He said after the
airstrikes, some of the
surviving terrorists were
observed making frantic
efforts to put out the fire
that ensued while others
took to their heels.
“Indeed, the makeshift structures were

significantly burnt and
destroyed at the fringes”.
The source remained
silent on the number
or identities of the
casualties.
AljazirahNigeria
gathered that ISWAP
Senior
Commander,
Mallam Ari in charge of
Kirta Wulgo and foreign
mercenaries fabricating
Improvised Explosive
Devise, IED, for the
terrorists were killed
during the airstrikes.

Forum Kicks Over NULGE’s Comment On Obaseki
EDO
BY IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Forum
of
the
Association of Heads
of Local Government
Administration
in
Edo State has stated
that the allegations
by the National Union
of Local Government
Employees,
NULGE,
against Governor Godwin
Obaseki of perpetrating
corruption and illegality
is mischievous and a crass
display of ignorance.
The body noted that
Obaseki’s
ingenuity
ensured increase in
Internally
Generated
Revenue, IGR, which

improved governance at
the councils.
A statement jointly
endorsed by the Chairman
of the Forum, Desmond
Imonike (Etsako East),
Ahonsi Mathias (Ovia
North East) and Shaibu
Ekha Ademola (Owan
East), condemned the
statement by the State
NULGE Chairman, Mr
Lazarus Adorolo, noting
that it is not a reflection
of governance in the
councils.
The forum noted that
with the improvement
of IGR through some
measures introduced by
the state government,
they have been up to date
with wage bill obligations,

as well as carrying out
some
developmental
projects.
They also affirmed that
the state government
has not introduced any
extraneous factor in
the sharing of federal
allocation and other
sources of revenue to the
18 councils outside what
is permitted by law.
Contrary to Adorolo’s
position that the councils
were
not
involved
in revenue sharing,
the
administrators
maintained that they
participate fully in the PreJoint Account Allocation
Committee and the actual
JAAC.
According to the forum,

“We have read the press
statement made by the
state president of NULGE
and wish to state without
equivocation that it was
made in ignorance without
knowing the workings of
government.
“First and foremost,
we, the helmsmen of the
18 local governments,
participate fully in both
the pre- JAAC and actual
JAAC meetings where the
proceeds of the federation
account due to the 18 local
governments are shared
amongst us.
“At such meetings, there
is always a robust debate
before decisions are
reached and the money
distributed accordingly.

EKITI
Onimesi of Imesi-Ekiti in
Gbonyin Local Government
Area of Ekiti State, Oba
Olatunji Olatunde, has
commended
President
Muhammadu Buhari on
his fight against insecurity.
The traditional ruler
lauded Buhari’s efforts in
restoring good governance,
particularly the campaign
against corruption and the
gradual restoration of peace
across the nation.
Olatunde stated this
at Imesi-Ekiti during the
installation of Lieutenant
Victor Agunbiade of the
U.S Navy as the Jagunmolu
of Imesi Kingdom and
Mrs Caprice Agunbiade as
Yeye Jagunmolu of Imesi
Kingdom.
He said the federal
government is trying its
best to combate the menace
with evidence of positive
results.
“Our common enemy
as a country is insecurity,
but citizens can see that
the federal government is
making efforts to combat
the menace”, he said.
The traditional ruler, who
described Agunbiade as a
true son of Imesi-Ekiti, said
he was honoured due to his
immense contributions
toward the development
of the community.
He
added
that
Agunbiade served as
Navy Disbursing Officer,
Comptroller Department,
Camp Lemonier, Djibouti,
from October 2019 to July
2020, and managed the
largest U.S Navy’s cash
disbursing office among
others.
Responding, Caprice
expressed excitement at
the honour bestowed on
her family, saying they will
remain in words and deeds,
true sons and daughters of
Imesi-Ekiti.
Also, Mr Ken Onwuliri
and Mr Nonso Chimezie
were installed as “Otunba
Akorede
and
Chief
Atayese” of Imesi-Ekiti,
respectively.
Onwuliri, who could
not hide his joy, pledged to
provide the building blocks
required for a new palace
for the Onimesi.
In his own response,
Chimezie, who was a
former Personal Assistant
to a retired InspectorGeneral of Police, Mike
Okiro, promised to support
the ongoing construction
of Imesi police station.
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Bayelsa SUBEB To
Arrest Children
Hawking
BAYELSA
BY ANIEFIOK OBONG, YENAGOA

Bayelsa State Universal
Basic Education Board,
SUBEB, has announced
that it will soon commence
the arrest of children
hawking on the streets
during school hours in line
with the Universal Basic
Education laws.
Executive
Secretary
of the Board, Victor
Okubonanabo, stated this
while flagging-off a threeday sensitization visit to
Swali and other markets in
Yenagoa.
He led other board
members, directors of
the social mobilization
department and local
government
education
secretaries to the markets
carrying placards with
inscriptions such as “Say
No to Teenage Pregnancy,
Education is key, Leaders
of Tomorrow Please Go to
School” etc.
Okubonanabo reiterated
that
the
prosperity
administration’s
desire
is to use education as a
signpost for development
and blueprint to attract
all round development for
citizens and residents.
He also noted that in line
with Governor Douye Diri’s
education for all mantra,
the board will not sit on its
oars.
A member of the
board in charge of social
mobilization, Ebi EkioteneGeorge, laid credence
to the policy direction
of government, while
charging parents to be up
and doing in ensuring that
they send their wards to
school or face the full wrath
of the law.
Also speaking, the
Director
of
Social
Mobilization,
Mrs
Joy-Jumbo
Otoworo,
emphasized
that
overtime, issues of teenage
pregnancy, drug abuse,
high level of school dropout have been in the front
burner in Bayelsa State.
She said the visit to
the market places was
part of the board’s effort
to sensitize the public
and advocate for more
enrollment drive in schools,
just as she noted that a
similar programme will
be organized at the local
government level to spread
the gospel of education.
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Borno: Troops Burnt B’Haram, ISWAP
Night Market, Destroys Stronghold
BORNO

BY HASSAN JIRGI, MAIDUGURI

Nigerian Army, yesterday,
confirmed that troops
neutralized terrorists and
destroyed a “purported
ISWAP caliphate”.

A statement signed
by the army said this
was done by 401
Special Forces troops
in conjunction with
19 Brigade, Baga while
on offensive clearance
operations between Cross

Kauwa and Gudumbali in
Borno State on Tuesday.
The statement added
that the troops yesterday
neutralized terrorists and
destroyed a purported
ISWAP caliphate.
“Additionally, in the

early hours of yesterday,
troops of 25 Task Force
Brigade, Damboa, Borno
State, destroyed and
burnt identified Boko
Haram/ISWAP
Night
Market at Gumsuri”, the
statement disclosed.

Zulum Donates N50m, Equipment To Sunni Hospital
BY HASSAN JIRGI, MAIDUGURI

Borno State Governor,
Professor
Babagana
Zulum, has donated N50
million, an ambulance
and other equipment to
Sunni Hospital.

Governor Zulum, who
disclosed this yesterday
when he visited the
hospital in Maiduguri,
said it is a community
health center that is
rendering affordable,
accessible
and

acceptable healthcare
needs to the less
privileged built by late
Alhaji Tijjani Bolori.
According to him, the
state government will
construct an operation
theater
and
staff

quarters in the premises
of Borno State Eye and
Dental Hospital to
increase its capacity.
He also paid an
unscheduled visit to the
Eye and Dental Hospital
in Maiduguri.

Director of Finance and Account, News Agency of Nigeria (NAN), Mr Bamidele Ojo (R), presenting Sports Writers Association
of Nigerian(SWAN) football Tournament’s trophy to the Managing Director of NAN, Mr Buki Ponle during the presentation
ceremony at the Agency’s Headquarters in Abuja on Wednesday. PHOTO: NAN CAME 2ND IN THE TOURNAMENT

Kwara Committed To Infrastructural
Devt -Commissioner
KWARA
BY ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Kwara
State
Commissioner
for
Communications,
Olabode Towoju, said the
present administration
is
committed
to
the
comprehensive
rehabilitation of decayed
infrastructure.
The
strategic
rehabilitation, according
to Towoju, is noticeable in
the water, works, schools

and roads sub-sector.
“Since
its
inauguration in 2019,
the administration of
Governor AbdulRahman
Abdulrazaq has shown
great
commitment
to the provision and
rehabilitation of social
services like road, water
and qualitative education
across the state”, he said.
The
commissioner,
who made the assertion
on a radio programme
in Ilorin, noted that

the move was part of
the strategic plans
of
Abdulrazaq’s
administration to make
life easier and more
comfortable for the
people.
He urged residents to
let government know of
their challenges regarding
water supply and others
too, for immediate
intervention.
On the state-owned
media houses, Towoju
reiterated that Kwara

13

now has the broadcast
license for Kakakin
FM and Nootia FM,
adding that soon, Kwara
Television will get back
on its feet as plans are on
ground to make it go live
on Satellite TV.
He promised a better
coverage for the state
newspaper, “The Herald”
as the government of
the day is looking at the
possibility of producing it
daily, stating that soon, it
will go national.

NDE Trains 50
Agricultural
Extension Workers
In Anambra
ANAMBRA
About 50 persons in
Anambra State have
benefited
from
the
ongoing training on
agricultural
extension
skills organized by Rural
Employment Promotion
Department, REP, of the
National Directorate of
Employment, NDE.
The
training
was
planned
to
boost
agricultural productivity,
increase food security and
promote agriculture as an
engine of economic growth
in the country.
The State Coordinator
of NDE, Mrs Chika
Ufele,
during
the
opening ceremony of the
programme yesterday at
Amawbia, Awka South
Local Government Area,
explained that it would
help in extending the
use of scientific and
technology-driven services
to farmers in order to
guarantee
disease-free
production.
Ufele said “These
selected participants will
be trained on agricultural
intervention
policies,
livestock
production,
digital marketing of
agricultural products, as
well as food processing,
packaging and marketing.
“The objectives of this
training therefore are to
generate
employment
for trained agricultural
extension
personnel,
remove the drudgery
associated with traditional
farming practices, increase
food production, stimulate
the rural economy and
improve farming methods
among others”.
Ufele noted that the
50 recruited participants
who were drawn from the
three senatorial zones
would also be trained on
theoretical and practical
demonstration for a period
of one week.
She expressed strong
belief that after the
training, they would
have acquired enough
knowledge that will enable
them succeed in this
chosen agro-venture.
“This is why the thrust
of NDE programmes is
based on agriculture, skills
acquisition, enterprise
creation and sustainability
strategies”, she stated.
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Soldiers mutiny in Burkina Faso

Uganda: AwardWinning Writer
Rearrested
Award- Winning writer,
Kakwenza Rukirabasaija, has
been rearrested in Kampala,
the Ugandan capital.
He was taken from his
prison west of Kampala and
driven by men suspected
to be military intelligence
operatives, his lawyer said.
He had been granted bail by
a court only hours earlier. His
lawyer said when he arrived at
the prison to deliver his client’s
release order, he was told that
Rukirabasaija had been picked
by unknown people.
His bail hearing had taken
place via video link.
He was charged on January
11 with “disturbing” the
peace of Ugandan ruler
Yoweri Museveni and his son,
Muhoozi Kainerugaba, in a
series of unflattering Twitter
posts.
In one post, he had
described Kainerugaba - a
general who many Ugandans
believe is positioning himself
to take over from his 77-yearold father - as “obese” and a
“curmudgeon”.
Before his court appearance,
Rukirabasaija had been held
incommunicado for weeks.
His lawyers he was
tortured while in detention. A
prison medical examination
concluded he had injuries on
the back, buttocks, and legs.

Mali: Foreign Forces Must Seek
Agreement Before Deploying - PM
Mali’s Interim Prime
Minister, Choguel Kokalla
Maiga, said foreign forces
must seek agreement
from government before
deploying after it asked
Denmark to take back its
special forces.
Bamako had on Monday
asked Denmark to take
home its contingent who
were recently deployed to
the country to take part
in a French task force
intended to accompany
Malian soldiers against
Jihadist groups.
“We told the Danes ‘If

you want to come to Mali
then it’s an agreement
between the Danes and
the Malians’. We will no
longer accept people to
come to our country.
Above all when they say
they will put in place a
standby force. Why are
they coming? Are they
not coming to prepare
something against our
country? So we will not
accept this. That’s why we
have asked the Danes to
go home,” said Choguel
Kokalla Maiga, the Malian
Interim Prime Minister.

The force, whose
deployment
was
announced in April
2021, is stationed in
Menaka in eastern Mali.
Its mandate was due to
run until early 2023.
The Malian government
insisted forces will no
longer enter its territory
through proxies.
“Nobody will come
here by proxy anymore.
That used to happen. But
now it’s finished. It won’t
happen anymore under
the authority of Assimi
Goita. If someone has to

come to Mali, then we will
come to an agreement. We
will agree on what you will
come here to do,” said
Choguel Kokalla Maiga,
the Malian Interim Prime
Minister.
The new contingent
is joining Task Force
Takuba, a 900-troop
French-led unit launched
in March 2020.
Other
contributors
are the Netherlands,
Estonia, Sweden, Norway,
Belgium, the Czech
Republic, Portugal, Italy
and Hungary.

Libya: Health Minister Remanded In Custody
Libyan Health Minister,
Ali Zenati, and his deputy
were remanded in custody
on Tuesday as part of an
investigation into alleged
corruption, judicial sources
said yesterday.
The minister and deputy
minister of health were
“heard about the failure to
comply with the regulations
applied in administrative
contracts ..., especially
regarding the sale of oxygen
production units, with
a mark up of up to 1000

percent of the purchase
price,” said the AttorneyGeneral in a statement.
The same source also cited
“the signing of contracts
directly with companies
founded on August 10,
2021, which do not meet the
requirements of solvency
and expertise to carry out
the work subject to the
contracts.”
“The prosecutor has
decided to place them in
pre-trial detention, based on
sufficient evidence of their

responsibility for the facts
they are accused of,” after
hearing them the same day,
Tuesday.
Libya has been mired
in a major political crisis
since the fall of Muammar
Gaddafi’s regime in 2011.
Institutions are failing and
corruption is rampant.
The
minister
of
health is the third in the
Dbeibah government to
be investigated in recent
weeks.
On December 20, the

education minister was
detained as part of an
investigation into a general
shortage of textbooks
in the country, where
the functioning of many
services is disrupted by the
chaos.
In late December, a
preventive
detention
order was issued against
the Minister of Culture in
connection with another
investigation into corruption
and misappropriation of
public funds.

Slovak Flying Car
Gets Approval
From Civil Aviation
Regulators
Civil aviation authority
in Slovakia has granted
approval to AirCar to fly
over its airspace.
AirCar is spreading
its wings in the sky over
the Slovakian capital,
Bratislava. The dualmode vehicle has already
completed more than 70
hours of test flights, 200
take-offs and landings,
and makes tight 45-degree
turns. Its wings are
fully retractable and it
is currently equipped
with a 160 horsepower
BMW engine, a fixed
propeller and a ballistic
parachute. Today, Klein
Vision, the company
that manufactures it,
announced that the Slovak
transport authority has
issued it with a certificate
of
airworthiness
in
accordance with European
Aviation Safety Agency,
EASA, standards. The
current prototype has a
range of 500 kilometres
and requires 28 litres
of fuel. The company is
already working on its next
prototype, which will have
a range of 1 000 kilometres,
621 miles, and fly at 300
kilometres per hour.
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International Day Of Education: How
Safe Are Nigerian Schools?

BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Nigeria joined the rest of the world on January
24, 2022, to commemorate the International
Day of Education. The Day was set aside by the
United Nations General Assembly, UNGA, in
2018 and is celebrated every year to mark the
importance of education in ensuring peace and
development.
The theme of this year’s celebration was
‘Changing Course, Transforming Education’.
This year’s theme was very apt owing to
the situations surrounding our schools and
school system. It would have been interesting
writing areas that Nigerian Government did
better but requires improvement leading to the
transformation of education. Over the years
our education has been at its low ebbs owing to
so many factors from lack of political will and
poor leadership. Nigeria as of today is far away
from the global educationally emancipated
nations not that her citizens are not interested
to improve on their learning but the leadership
is either not interested or apparently lack the
wherewithal to transform education for the
betterment of the nation. There interest is far
from changing the course of education. How
much does the Federal government even the
State government budget for education? The
records don’t show a country that is serious.
The state of security is fast festering our
schools as apprehension is all over the nation
by parents, pupils and students as nowhere in
the schools are safe.
In Nigeria, the Day brought to mind the
insecurity that has found its way into the
citadel of learning. Nigerian students are not
only tormented by the fear of kidnappers
and bandits but that of the staff and senior
students in their schools who ought to protect
them.
Just a few days ago, a five year old girl,
Hanifa Abubakar was kidnapped and killed by
the proprietor of Noble Kids School in Kano,

Abdumalik Tanko. He had confessed to killing
Hanifa with rat poison.
In Anambra State, an 11-year-old JSS
1 student at St.Valerian Catholic School
in Onitsha, Anambra State, Izuchukwu
David Onwualu, was said to have died after
maltreatment by a female basic science teacher
in the school.
Also, a 13-year-old student of the Federal
Government College, Kwali, in the Kwali Area
Council of the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja,
Yahaya Aliyu, died after being allegedly flogged
by his teacher.
Nigerians have still not come to terms with
the death of 12-year old student of Dowen
College, Lagos, Sylvester Oromoni Jnr who
had died as a result of injuries sustained after
being bullied and battered mercilessly by senior
students in the college.
Oromoni Jnr was said to have also been
given an unknown substance to drink by the
students.
Another case which brought tears to
many was that of Keren-Happuch Aondodoo

“

It added that in March
2021, no fewer than 618
schools were closed in six
northern states (Sokoto,
Zamfara, Kano, Katsina,
Niger, and Yobe) over
the fear of attack and
abduction of pupils and
members of staff.

Akpagher, a 12-year-old girl, who had died
after being allegedly defiled in school by an
unidentified individual.
The deceased minor died on Tuesday, June
22, 2021, after contracting an infection as
a result of the alleged defilement. She was a
student at Premier Academy Lugbe, a boarding
school in Abuja. Her family still seeks justice
for her death.
Apart from these deaths, students are being
kidnapped for ransom in schools. According
to Save the Children International, a nongovernmental organisation (NGO), over 1,000
students were abducted from Nigerian schools
last year.
The group said increasing cases of attacks
on schools between 2020 and 2021 have led
to many schools being shut, thereby putting
the education system of the country at extreme
risk.
“From January to August, 2021, over
1000 children were abducted in Nigeria, with
so many of them still in the hands of their
abductors,” it had stated.
Hundreds of students were abducted for
ransom in schools across the country especially
in Kaduna, Katsina, Kebbi, Zamfara and Niger
states.
Also, UNICEF in its report revealed that in
2021, there were 25 attacks on schools. 1,440
children were abducted, and 16 children killed.
It added that in March 2021, no fewer than
618 schools were closed in six northern states
(Sokoto, Zamfara, Kano, Katsina, Niger, and
Yobe) over the fear of attack and abduction of
pupils and members of staff.
The closure of schools in these states
significantly contributed to learning losses for
over two months.
It also led to many children being
traumatized and scared of going back to school.
Nigerians have therefore urged President
Muhammadu Buhari to revive the Safe School
Initiative which was launched by former
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President Goodluck Jonathan in 2014 after
the abduction of the 276 Chibok School girls
by the Book Haram sect.
The initiative was aimed at making schools
safer for children across Nigeria and ensuring
that the out-of-school Nigerian children are
returned to school.
The aim of the initiative included moving
students in the highest risk areas to schools
in safer parts of the country, provision
and distribution of learning materials and
rebuilding of schools with extra security
measures.
President Buhari Federal Government has
identified lack of funds and logistics as among
factors hampering the implementation of the
nation’s Safe School Initiative.
In the foreword the minister wrote for the
2021 National Policy on Safety, Security and
Violence Free Schools with its implementing
guidelines published by the Ministry
of Education, he said the programme’s
implementation was being hampered by funds
and logistics.
While insecurity remains one of the major
problems affecting education in Nigeria,
governments have to deal with the numbers
of children who have refused to return to school
as a result of insecurity.
Last year, President Buhari lamented that
over 12 million school age children were
traumatized as a result of the incessant
kidnappings around the country and have
found it daunting to return to school.
He added that even when the abducted
students were released, the trauma of the
incidents remained long in their minds.
Buhari, who spoke during the fourth
International Conference on Safe Schools
Declaration,SSD, held in Abuja, stated the need
for schools to have teachers who are trained on
psycho-social support to help children affected
to recover from the trauma.
He however said that the government
has put in place professional teachers who
are qualified in psychosocial support to help
the affected school children to recover their
learning abilities.
He has also spoken of strong political will
on the part of the government to invest in
education and the provision for adequate
funding mechanisms.
In a statement released by UNICEF
commemorating the International Day of
Education, it agrees with the government
that the nation’s educational system could be
transformed through adequate funding.
It stated that the federal government’s
pledge to increase Nigeria’s annual domestic
education expenditure by 50 per cent over the
next two years, and by 100 per cent by 2025
was commendable as far too many Nigerian
children were not in the classroom.
UNICEF stated that while the education
crisis in Nigeria is affecting children across
the country, some children are more likely
to be affected than others: girls, children
with disabilities, children from the poorest
households, in street situations, or affected
by displacement or emergencies, and
children in geographically distant areas are all
disproportionately affected by the education
crisis.
The statement had added that at least 10.5
million children are out of school in Nigeria
– the highest rate in the world adding that
the education crisis in Nigeria was affecting
children across the country.
“We also need to ensure that children are
safe when they are in school, no child should
be afraid to enter a classroom for the obvious
fact that their school might be attacked or that
they will be kidnapped. And no parent should
fear sending their children to school,” Peter
Hawkins, UNICEF Representative in Nigeria
said.
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Football is a team sport and not an
individual sport. We win as a team, and
every individual is better if we are part
of the team. – Fernando Torres
CAF Launches Investigation Into
AFCON Stampede

Confederation of African Football, CAF,
said it has begun an investigation into
the stampede which occurred at Olembe
Stadium during the Africa Cup of Nations
fixture between hosts Cameroon and
Comoros.
According to the report at least eight
people were killed and 38 others suffered
injuries in the crush which occurred outside
the stadium.
Videos showed screaming fans being
crushed at an entry gate to the Olembé
stadium in the capital Yaoundé; two boys,
aged eight and 14 were among those who
lost their lives.
Though the Cameroon game against
Comoros went on as planned with the
Indomitable Lions edging the debutants
2-1 to seal their place in the quarter-finals,
CAF is looking at the whole stampede
incident holistically.
A statement from the continent’s
football governing body read: “CAF is aware
of the incident that took place at Olembe
Stadium during the TotalEnergies Africa
Cup of Nations fixture between hosts
Cameroon and Comoros on January 24,
2022.
“CAF is currently investigating the
situation and trying to get more details
on what transpired. We are in constant
communication with the Cameroonian
Government and the Local Organizing
Committee.
“Tonight, the CAF President Dr Patrice
Motsepe sent the General Secretary, Veron
Mosengo-Omba to visit the supporters in
hospital in Yaoundé.”
Mr Motsepe stated that the CAF family
is deeply hurt by the ”sour note on this
year’s AFCON”.
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Five Premier League Clubs Fighting Over Tottenham’s Dele Ali Signature
Tottenham’s Dele Alli is being watched closely by a
number of Premier League teams, according to the
report, Brighton is reportedly joining Newcastle,
Burnley, and Everton in the chase to sign the
25-year-old midfielder. And the Daily Echo adds that
Southampton has expressed an interest too.
Reports have it that Newcastle United has made
an offer of roughly £30million for Lyon midfielder
Bruno Guimaraes. The 24-year-old has been targeted
by Arsenal and Juventus but is yet to see offers from
those clubs. The Magpies’ offer would make him
their second-most expensive signing if successful.

Tottenham has had a 45million euros (£37.6m) bid for
Porto winger Luis Diaz rejected, according to The Guardian.
The 25-year-old Colombia winger has a £66m release clause
and has scored 14 goals in 18 league games this season,
so he will not be let go lightly. The paper also reports that
Manchester United has expressed interest too.
Meanwhile, The Independent says Nottingham Forest
star Brennan Johnson has become “one of the most pursued
young players in the Championship” amid interest from
top-flight clubs Brentford and Newcastle. It is reported that
Forest would accept a bid of around £20m for the 20-yearold midfielder.

AFCON Ouster Was Hard But It Will
Make Us Stronger – Eagles Captain

BY IBRAHIM LAWAL

Captain Ahmed Musa has told that though the
Super Eagles’ exit from the 33rd Africa Cup of
Nations was a hard one for the players, there is
no time for any pity-party and the shock has only
made the squad stronger as lessons have been
taken on board for upcoming challenges.
In his reaction days after super eagles bowed
to Tunisia Musa said: “You know it is still a
shock but I can assure you that things like these
make a team stronger. We did our best in the
circumstances. When you lose at a tournament,
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it hurts really bad. However, we don’t have time
to keep reflecting on what went wrong.
“We have very important challenges in front
of us, and all we can do is stay stronger and have
a firm belief in ourselves that we can do it. The
focus is now on the World Cup play-off”.
On return to Abuja on Tuesday morning,
Youth and Sports Minister Sunday Dare had a
breakfast meeting with the contingent where he
explicated that the Government was proud of
the squad and its performance, “and how they
comported themselves as ambassadors of our
nation”. He stated that “this team will improve
and become a solid and fierce contender in
any competition we enter”, while praising the
technical crew led by Augustine Eguavoen for “a
strong performance”.
He added: “The overall performance of the
team during this tournament shows we have
regained our better footing and are heading in
the proper direction. Our football once again
was fluid, purposeful, and beautiful to watch.
We have a good team and Nigeria will help them
to get better.”

SWAN Partners Authentic Supporters
Club For Qatar World Cup Playoff
BY JOEL AJAYI

Motsepe

MATCH
DAY 8
RESULTS

Lobi Stars 1-0 Enyimba FC
Akwa United 0-0 Sunshine Stars
Kano Pillars 1-0 MFM FC
Abia Warriors 1-1 Dakkada FC
Wikki Tourists 2-1 Plateau United
Nasarawa United 1-0 Katsina United
Rivers United 3-1 Heartland FC
Gombe United 1-0 Niger Tornadoes
Shooting Stars 2-1 Kwara United
Rangers Int’l 0-0 Remo Stars

In a bid to ensure Nigeria comes top in the
2022 World Cup playoff in Ghana, the Sports
Writers Association of Nigeria is partnering
with Authentic Nigeria Football and Allied
Supporters Club to mobilize at least 5,000
Nigerians to cheer the S/Eagles against Black
Stars of Ghana.
The two bodies are working together to
ensure that at least 5000 supporters are
airlifted to Ghana for the first leg of the Qatar
2022 World Cup playoffs to support the Eagles.
Speaking at the press conference yesterday
in Abuja the President, Authentic Supporter’s
Club Abayomi Ogunjimi said the club will leave
no stone unturned to ensure that the Super
Eagles came out victorious in the forthcoming
World Cup playoff against Ghana.
He urged Nigerians to put behind them the
pains of AFCON and moved forward to ensure
Super Eagles World Cup qualification.
According to him, the aim of the conference
is for us to mobilize 5,000 Nigerians here in
Nigeria and in Ghana for us to be in Qatar.
“Football is one language, let us use the tool
of football to unite Nigeria the more. Let’s face
playoff squarely, that is why we are partnering
with SWAN”.
He sought the support of every Nigerian to
ensure Eagles’ qualifiers.
Just a few weeks ago, the Authentic
Supporters Club mobilised over 500 Nigerians
that cheered Eagles in Cameroon.
On his own, the FCT SWAN Chairman

Comrade Bunmi Haruna commended the
authentic supporter’s clubs for the good job
it’s doing for the national team.
He said: “This is a very significant event
looking at what is steering at us in the eye.
For the first very time, we saw how Nigerian
was happy until the last game they were booted
out.
“We need to get behind us what happened at
AFCON and face the battle ahead which Qatar.
“We must not leave the bulk of work in the
hand of NFF.
“As a coach, I know the role the 12 men play
which supporter club is playing that why we
need to come together and support Eagles, for
them to qualify for the world cup.
“The target is to take 5,000 Nigeria to
Ghana to cheer eagles. We want to turn
Ghana to Nigeria but we cannot do it without
the support of all Nigerians, because the NFF
and the Ministry of Youth and Sports can’t do
it alone”.

NBBF Election: Basketball Play
BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria’s basketball players under the aegis of Nigerian
Basketball Players Association ,NBPA, have accused the
Minister of Youth and Sports Development, Mr Sunday
Dare, of being insensitive to their suffering in handling
the protracted leadership crisis rocking Nigeria Basketball
Federation ,NBBF,
The players who in their large numbers staged a peaceful
protest Wednesday at the Minister’s office in Federal
Secretariat, Abuja, threatened to stop playing basketball if
their concern about the hurriedly slated January 31, 2022,
NBBF board elections are not addressed.
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Barcelona ‘Offer Franck Kessie Five-Year Contract’
Barcelona has reportedly offered AC Milan
midfielder Franck Kessie a contract until June 2027.
The 25-year-old’s deal at San Siro is due to expire
at the end of June, and he is widely expected to leave
on a free transfer, with the Serie A outfit struggling
to match his wage demands.
A number of clubs, including Tottenham Hotspur,
Manchester United, and PSG have been credited
with an interest in the Ivory Coast international.
However, according to a report, Barcelona has

offered the midfielder a lucrative contract until the
end of the 2026-27 campaign.
There was a claim that the Catalan giants have
placed a salary of £6.7m a year plus bonuses on
the table in the hope of convincing him to make
the move to Camp Nou this summer.
Kessie has again been an important player for
Milan during the 2021-22 campaign, making 21
appearances in all competitions, contributing five
goals and one assist in the process.

Nigeria Sets For Second Consecutive Winter Olympic Games
Nigeria will be attending its second winter
Olympics in Beijing with an athlete after
making its debut in 2018 at the Pyeongyang,
South Korea, Winter Olympics.
For the first time in history, Nigeria will
field a cross-country skier named Samuel
Ikpefan at the forthcoming Beijing 2022
Winter Olympics.
Ikpefan, born in Annemasse in the French
Alps and activated his dual nationality switch

in 2016 will be the first Nigerian skier to
qualify for the Olympics and the first male
athlete to make the Games.
In similar vein, Dr. Seun Adigun will be
contesting into the IOC Athletes’ Commission
at the Games.
In 2018, she made history with Nigeria
at a historic outing in Pyeongchang, South
Korea, during the Winter Olympics Games
where she earned the status of Africa’s first

summer and winter Olympian. Adigun’s
quest for the IOC Athletes’ Commission
has received huge support from the Nigeria
Olympic Committee ,NOC.
While speaking, President of the Nigeria
Olympic Committee ,NOC, Engr. Habu
Gumel said he is highly elated that Nigeria’s
flag will once again be hoisted at the
winter Olympics having made its debut in
Pyeongyang, South Korea.
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Senegal Criticised Over Handling
Of Mane Head Injury

Senegal has been criticized after Sadio
Mane continued playing despite suffering
a suspected concussion in a “sickening
collision” with Cape Verde goalkeeper
Vozinha.
Mane remained on the pitch for several
minutes despite appearing to sustain a head
injury in the incident during Tuesday’s
Africa Cup of Nations match
The Liverpool striker scored before
eventually being substituted.
Reacting to poor handling of Deputy
Chief Executive, Mr. Luke Griggs said
Mane’s health had been put at risk.
“On the face of it, this seems to be yet
another example of football putting results
ahead of player safety.
“This was a sickening collision that
clearly left both players in enough distress
for a concussion to have surely been
considered a possibility at the very least.
At that point, the principle of ‘if in doubt,
sit it out!’ should have resulted in Mane
being substituted without another ball being
kicked.”
Though the Vozinha was sent off for the
challenge with Mane and had to be helped
off the pitch while visibly unsteady on his
feet.
Mane, however, remained on the pitch,
despite seeming to lose consciousness in
the incident. Six minutes later, he scored
an excellent goal for Senegal, before laying
down on the halfway line.

QUARTER-FINAL FIXTURES

SATURDAY 29TH JANUARY
GAMBIA 16:00 CAMEROON
BURKINA 19:00 TUNISIA
SUNDAY 30TH JANUARY
EGYPT 16:00 MOROCCO
SENEGAL 19:00 E-GUINEA
ROUND OF 16 RESULTS

IVORY COAST 4-5(P) EGYPT
MALI 5-6(P) E-GUINEA
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Hockey is a sport for white men. Basketball
is a sport for black men. Golf is a sport for
white men dressed like black pimps.
– Tiger Woods
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The protesting players also stated they are not oblivious
of the alternative of legal action as an acceptable way to seek
redress.
Speaking on behalf of the protesters, the newly elected
players’ representative, Stanley Gumut, said the Sports
Minister has failed the players completely after putting their
hope on him as the father of sports in Nigeria for a favorable
outcome to the crisis.
“I’m emotional about the turn of events and they have
succeeded in wasting our time.
“Why kept us this long in the name of reconciliation; only
to tell us to sort ourselves out. They should have told us that
since, instead of wasting our time.

“They have completely failed us because we put hope on
them to resolve the issue and make things work for the good
and interest of Nigeria’s basketball players.
“Honestly, the Minister of Sports has really failed us
because we took him as our father and expected that he was
going to do something that will be favourable to the players
and other stakeholders of Nigeria’s basketball. But for him
to say we should sort out ourselves was unfortunate and
posterity will judge him”, Gumut said.
Also speaking, the former D’ Tigers power forward and
immediate past players’ representative, Ejike Ugboaja,
alleged that the Sports Minister wants to handpick the NBBF
President and force him on Nigeria’s basketball players.
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Daga Hagu: Wakiliyar Ministar Babban Birnin Tarayya (FCT), Hajia Muhammad Adiza; Darakta-Janar, National Youth Service Corps (NYSC), Maj.-Gen. Shuaibu Ibrahim; da Daraktan
Tsare Tsare Tsare Tsare-Tsare da Kididdiga na NYSC, Alhaji Ahmed Wada Ikaka, yayin bikin bude taron shekara-shekara na NYSC na 2022 a Abuja, jiya.

IMF Ta Kara Hasashen Bunqasar Tattalin Arzikin
Nijeriya A Shekarar 2023 Zuwa Kashi 2.7
Asusun ba da lamuni na duniya
IMF, ya xaga hasashen qaruwar
GDPn Nijeriya a shekarar 2023
zuwa kashi 2.7 cikin 100. Sabon
hasashen yana qunshe ne a
cikin rahoton tattalin arzikin
duniya na IMF na Janairu,
WEO, wanda aka fitar jiya.
Sabon hasashen yana wakiltar
maki 0.1 bisa 100 sama da kashi
2.6 bisa 100 da Asusun ya yi
hasashen watan Oktoban bara.
IMF ta kuma tabbatar da
hasashen qaruwar kashi 2.7 na
Nijeriya a bana (2022) wanda
aka yi hasashen tun farko a
cikin rahoton WEO na Oktoba.
Sai dai kuma hasashen na IMF
ya sava wa hasashen bankin
duniya na qaruwar kashi 2.5
da kuma kashi 2.8 na GDP
ga tattalin arzikin Nijeriya a
shekarar 2022 da 2023 bi da
bi. Hasashen Bankin Duniya
na qunshe ne a cikin rahoton
sa na tattalin arzikin duniya da

ya fitar makonni biyu da suka
gabata.
A halin da ake ciki, IMF a
cikin rahotonta na WEO na
Janairu, ya rage hasashen ci
gaban GDP na Afirka zuwa
kashi 3.7 da kashi 4.0 na 2022
da 2023 bi da bi. Wannan yana
wakiltar maki 0.1 qasa da kashi
3.6 cikin 100 da 3.9 bisa 100
hasashe da aka yi a rahoton sa na
Oktoba 2021 WEO. Hakazalika,
IMF ta rage hasashen ci gaban
tattalin arzikin duniya zuwa
kashi 4.4 cikin 100 a shekarar
2023, wanda ke wakiltar kashi
0.5 cikin 100 qasa da kashi 4.9
cikin 100 da aka yi hasashen a
cikin hasashen tattalin arzikin
duniya na watan Oktoba, WEO.
Da yake danganta raguwa
ga tasirin da ake tsammanin
na hane-hane don daqile
bambance-bambancen Omicron
na Korona, IMF a cikin Janairu
WEO mai taken, “Rising

Caseloads, Disrupted Recovery,
and Higher Inflation,” ya ce:
“Tsarin ya haxa da tasirin motsi,
hane-hane, rufe kan iyakoki,
da tasirin kiwon lafiya daga
yaxuwar bambance-bambancen
Omicron.
“Waxannan sun bambanta da
qasa dangane da raunin jama’a,
tsananin quntatawa na motsi,
tasirin da ake tsammani na
kamuwa da cuta a kan wadatar
ma’aikata, da mahimmancin
sassan tuntuvar juna.
Ana sa ran waxannan
matsalolin za su yi la’akari da
girma a cikin kwata na farko na
2022. “Ana sa ran mummunan
tasirin zai ragu daga farawa a
cikin kwata na biyu, yana zaton
cewa yawan qaruwar duniya
a cikin cututtukan Omicron
ya ragu kuma qwayar cutar
ba ta canzawa zuwa sababbin
bambance-bambancen da ke
buqatar qarin, hana motsi.”

A halin da ake ciki kuma,
IMF ta yi kira ga babban bankin
Nijeriya CBN da takwarorinsa
na qasashe masu tasowa da masu
tasowa da su xauki tsauraran
manufofin kuxi don daqile
hauhawar farashin kayayyaki
da kuma daqile fitar da jarin
qasashen waje a matsayin mayar
da martani ga xaukar tsauraran
manufofin hada-hadar kuxi a ci
gaba, qasashe.
Asusun na IMF ya ce:
“Rashin tsarin kuxi a cikin ci
gaban tattalin arziki zai haifar da
qalubale ga bankunan tsakiya da
gwamnatoci a kasuwanni masu
tasowa da masu tasowa masu
tasowa. Mafi girma da aka
samu a wasu wurare zai qarfafa
jari don yawo zuwa qasashen
waje, da sanya matsin lamba
kan kasuwanni masu tasowa da
bunqasa kuxaxen tattalin arziki
da havaka hauhawar farashin
kaya ‘’.

Na Gamsu Da Qoqarin Tawagar Xaliban Gombe – Yahaya
Gwamnan Jihar Gombe,
Inuwa Yahaya, ya bayyana
jin daxinsa da yadda xaliban
jihar suka yi jarabawar waje.
Gwamnan wanda ya bayyana
hakan a cikin wani saqo da
mai magana da yawunsa
Isma’il Uba Misilli ya aikewa

manema labarai a bikin ranar
ilimi ta duniya ta 2022, ya yi
iqirarin cewa ci gaban ya biyo
bayan manufofin gwamnatinsa
kan ilimi.
Ya ce tun farko gwamnatinsa
ta kafa dokar ta-baci a fannin
ilimi, inda ya ce an samu

nasarori da dama, musamman
a fannin ilimin Boko ta hanyar
sanya ajujuwa, xakunan gwajegwaje, xakunan karatu da
kuma samar da ababen more
rayuwa da ake buqata domin
samar da ingantaccen ilimi.
Yayin da yake yabawa taken

bikin na bana, “Canja Hanya,
Sauya Ilimi”, Gwamna Inuwa
ya ce tare da xaukar matakan
da gwamnatin sa ta xauka,
haqiqa gwamnatinsa ta yi
nasarar sauya munanan labari
da ke da alaqa da ilimin Boko
a Jihar Gombe.

Neja: An Kori
‘Yan Ta’addar
ISWAP Daga
Dajin Kainji
Gwamnatin Jihar Neja ta
xauki matakin korar ‘yan
ta’addar ISWAP da suka
zauna a dajin Kainji, (sabuwar
Bussa) a Qaramar Hukumar
Borgu.
Kwamishinan
qananan hukumomi da
masarautu, Mista Emmanuel
Umar ne ya bayyana hakan
a wata tattaunawa da ya yi
da manema labarai a Minna,
jiya. Ya ce an kai farmakin
sojoji sosai a Borgu inda dajin
na qasa yake wanda ya ratsa ta
Mashegu zuwa Mokwa.
A cewar kwamishinan,
yanzu haka jami’an tsaro na ci
gaba da bibiyar ‘yan ta’addar
da ke qoqarin mayar da dajin
na Borgu sabon matsugunin
su. AljazirahNigeria ta rawaito
cewa ‘yan ta’adda na gudun
hijira daga wasu jahohi da
qananan hukumomi a yankin
Arewa maso Yamma da
Arewa ta Tsakiya.
“An kashe da dama daga
cikinsu, yayin da aka kama
wasu, da dama kuma aka
kai su hannun ‘yan sanda.”
Kwamishinan ya sha alwashin
cewa gwamnati ba za ta bar
su su zauna a dajin Kainji
dajin da ya vulle har zuwa
jamhuriyar Benin ba. Umar
ya zargi ayyukan.
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Tambuwal Ya
Naxa Manyan
Jami’ai A Sabuwar
Jami’ar Shagari

Gwamnan jihar Sokoto, Aminu
Waziri Tambuwal, ya naxa
Farfesa Malami Tambuwal a
matsayin Mataimakin Shugaban
Sabuwar jami’ar ilimi ta Shehu
Shagari da ke Sokoto. Tambuwal,
wanda ya shahara a fannin ilimi,
ya kasance magatakarda na
rusasshiyar Kwalejin Ilimin da ta
koma jami’a.
Kafin naxin nasa, ya kasance
shugaban tsangayar ilimi a jami’ar
Usmanu Danfodio, Sokoto,
UDUS. Haka kuma gwamnan
ya naxa a matsayin mataimakan
kansila (makarantu) da (mulki)
akwai Farfesa Muhammad
Aminu Mode da Nasiru Mukhtar
Gatawa. Dukkansu kuma
tsoffin jami’an Jami’ar Usmanu
Danfodio da ke Sakkwato ne.
Yayin da Mode ya tava
shugabantar Sashen Harsunan
Zamani da na Turai na
UDUS, Gatawa ya yi aiki a
Sashen Tattalin Arziki inda ya
samu matsayi daga matsayin
mataimakin digiri na biyu zuwa
na Farfesa.
Mutanen biyu sun fito ne daga
Sakkwato ta Arewa da Gatawa
a qananan hukumomin Sabon
Birni a Jihar Sakkwato. Sauran
manyan jami’an gudanarwa da
Gwamna Tambuwal ya naxa su
ne; Misis Amina Yusuf Garba,
magatakarda da Sulaiman Dikko
a matsayin ma’aikaci na xakin
karatu.

Hukumar Kashe
Gobara ta Kwara
Ta Kare Hadarin
Tankar Mai
Kazalika, hukumar kashe gobara
ta Jihar Kwara, ta ceto wata tanka
cike da man da ta yi hatsari
daga qonewa a garin Lafiagi
dake Qaramar Hukumar Edu.
Lamarin ya faru ne a jiya a gaban
kwalejin ilimi ta Lafiaji da misalin
qarfe 07:28 na safe. Hatsarin ya yi
sanadin zubar da man fetur daga
tankin.
Sai dai ‘yan kwana-kwana sun
iya isa wurin da hatsarin ya afku a
kan lokaci don dakatar da man da
ke zubowa tare da sanyaya tankar
da ke xauke da ita domin gujewa
varkewar wata gobara har sai an
kammala aikin sintiri.
Wani shaidar gani da ido ya
ce motar dakon tankar da ta faxi
na tafiya da sauri, amma direban
da ba shi wata dabara haka nan
yana gani motar ta faxi a hanya.
Daraktan Hukumar Kashe
Gobara ta Jihar Kwara, Prince
Falade Olumuyiwa, ya buqaci
direbobin tanka da su rage tuqa
mota cikin sauri, musamman a
lokacin da suke jigilar duk wani
abu mai mahimmanci.

FAAN Tana Burin Samun Kaso 30
Cikin 100 Na Qarin Kuxaxen Shiga
Manajan Daraktan Hukumar
Kula Da Filayen Jiragen Sama Ta
Tarayyar Nijeriya FAAN, Kyaftin
Rabiu Yadudu ya ce, hukumar za ta
bunqasa kuxaxen shiga da kashi 30
cikin 100 nan da kwata na biyu na
shekara. Wani vangare na dabarun
cimma wannan sabon yunquri, in ji
shi, shi ne shiga hanyoyin da ba na
jiragen sama ba.
Hanyoyin samun kuxaxen shiga da
ba na jiragen sama ba, to ba na jirgin
sama bane. Sun haxa da kuxaxen
shiga daga wuraren ajiye motoci,
shaguna a filin jirgin sama da kuma
tallace-tallace na waje.
Yadudu ya ce saboda sabbin
bambance-bambancen Korona, ana
xaukar matakai don tabbatar da
cewa hukumar ta tsaya tsayin daka

kuma ta fito da qarfi daga cutar. Ya
ce kuxaxen shiga na jiragen sama sun
shiga mawuyacin hali sakamakon
annobar.
Da yake jawabi a wurin taron qarin
kumallo na FAAN a Legas mai taken:
‘’Sana’ar sufurin jiragen sama mai
xorewa a bayan varkewar annobarrawar da hukumar ta FAAN ke
takawa’’, ya bayyana cewa, kuxaxen
shigar da ba na jiragen sama ba na
ba da damammaki masu yawa na
bunqasa da kuma karkata akalar
kuxaxen shiga na FAAN.
“Ya kai kashi 27.5 cikin 100 na
jimillar kuxaxen shiga kuma ya
qaru da kashi 8.3 cikin 100 duk
shekara daga Agustan 2016 zuwa
yau. Burinmu daga wannan taro
shi ne mu qara wannan zuwa aqalla

kashi 30 cikin 100 a qarshen kwata
na biyu na shekarar 2022, da kuma
samar da wasu dabaru na samar da
xorewar kasuwancin sufurin jiragen
sama a tsakanin annobar”, Yadudu
ya jaddada. Ya kuma bayyana qwarin
gwiwar cewa qungiyar ta FAAN za ta
iya cimma burin da aka sa gaba, kuma
idan aka saba, da azama da jajircewa,
zai yi kyau. Ya kuma jaddada qarin
saka hannun jari a vangaren ababen
more rayuwa da inganta iya aiki, da
kuma tabbatar da tsaro da tsaro.
Ya yi kira ga jami’an gudanarwar
da su jaddada ingancin gudanar da
aiki tare da jaddada cewa dole ne a yi
amfani da dukkan dabarun da za a
iya cimma burinsu a cikin mafi tsada
da kuma lokacin da ya dace domin ba
za a yi barna ko cin zarafi ba.

Wasu manema labarai daga kungiyoyin yada labarai daban-daban da kuma ‘yan kungiyar mata don zaman
lafiya a Najeriya (WOPIN), yayin wani taron karawa juna sani na yini daya kan rawar da kafafen yada labarai
ke takawa a cikin kasa a Kaduna, jiya.
HOTO: IBRAHIM BASHIR/TA/NAN

Shaibu Ya Qaddamar Da Cibiyar Lafiya
A jiya ne Mataimakin Gwamnan
Jihar Edo, Philip Shaibu, ya
kaddamar da cibiyar kula da
lafiya ta jami’ar Jihar Edo
Uzairue dake Ivioghe a Qaramar
Hukumar Etsako ta gabas.
Mataimakin gwamnan, wanda
ya samu wakilcin muqaddashin
shugaban qaramar hukumar,
Dokta BES Matthew ya ce abin
da jami’ar ta yi shi kaxai ya
tabbatar da cewa har yanzu wasu
qungiyoyi na ganin cewa suna
da haqqi na mayar wa jama’a a
matsayin wani vangaren alhakin
zamantakewar haxin gwiwar su.
“Cibiyar lafiya ta zamani da
aka gina da kuma tanadar wa
al’ummar Ivioghe da kuma
rufe al’ummomin da jami’a ta
yi wani qarin nuni ne cewa bai
kamata a yi iyaka ba idan ana
son nagarta”. Ya ce karamar
hukumar a shirye take da ta
haxa gwiwa da jami’ar domin
ganin an yi amfani da cikakkiyar
cibiyar kiwon lafiya.

“Wannan cibiyar kiwon
lafiya za ta zama mai dacewa
ga waxanda suke da su a cikin
al’ummomin saboda ba za a iya
samun isassun wuraren kiwon
lafiya ba”. Sai dai ya roqi jama’a
da su ga aikin nasu ne wanda
ya kamata a kare shi daga ‘yan
ta’adda.
A jawabinsa na maraba,
mataimakin shugaban jami’ar,
Emmanuel Aluyor ya godewa
gwamnatin jihar bisa tallafin da
take bai wa jami’ar. Ya ce a cikin
sharuxan horas da xaliban aikin
likitanci, hukumar kula da lafiya
da haqora ta tanadi cewa a samar
da cikakkiyar cibiyar lafiya da za
a yi amfani da su wajen samar
da xaliban kimiyyar likitanci a
yankunan karkara.
Ya bayyana cewa, a wani
vangare na qaddamarwar,
kwalejin kimiyyar likitanci ta
haxa aikin ba da jinya kyauta
na mako xaya domin kula
da qananan tiyata da kuma

magance cutuka a al’ummar da
suka karvi baquncin da kuma
kewaye.
Aluyor ya qara da cewa cibiyar
kiwon lafiya ta samu labarin
haihuwar wani yaro mai bola
karo na farko a ranar Lahadi
23 ga watan Janairu. Yayin da
yake nuna jin daxin da hukumar
jami’ar ta yi ga al’ummar da suka
xauki nauyin bayar da wannan
fili kyauta, ya ce wasu na neman
maqudan kuxaxe. domin qasar.
A nasa vangaren, Provost,
College of Medical Sciences,
Farfesa Sylvester Idogun, ya ce
an gina wurin ne domin horar da
xaliban likitanci a matsayin wani
vangare na buqatun da Majalisar
Likitoci da Dental ta Nijeriya ke
buqata. Ya qara da cewa wurin
yana da aiyuka na marasa lafiya,
wuraren da za a ba su damar
shiga (akunan maza da mata
daban-daban); qananan gidan
wasan kwaikwayo don tiyata da
xakin aiki don haihuwa.
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‘Yan Ta’adda Sun
Kashe Mutum
4, Sun Sace 24 A
Chibok
Gwamnatin Jihar Borno ta
tabbatar da sace mutane 24
a wasu qauyuka uku da ke
Qaramar Hukumar Chibok.
An kashe wasu huxu yayin da
aka qona gine-gine 110 da suka
qunshi gidaje 73, shaguna 33 da
coci-coci huxu tare da motoci
takwas da babura uku. A cewar
wakilinmu, maharan sun kai hari
a Kawtakare a ranar 21 ga watan
Janairu, Pemi a ranar 14 ga watan
Janairu da kuma Korohuma a
ranar 30 ga Disamba, 2021.
Gwamna Babagana Zulum
yana garin Chibok a ranar
Litinin xin da ta gabata inda ya
gana da iyalan mutane 24 da
aka sace a lokacin hare-haren.
Zulum ya gayyaci ’yan uwa
daga al’ummomin uku da abin
ya shafa da suka haxa da maza da
mata inda ya tarbe su a masaukin
gwamnati da ke garin Chibok.
“Muna nan garin Chibok
ne domin mu jajanta muku,
iyalan ‘yan uwanmu mata da
‘yan uwanmu da aka sace, da
kuma ‘yan uwanmu huxu da
‘yan ta’addan Boko Haram suka
kashe a waxannan munanan
abubuwan. Muna raba baqin
cikinku kuma muna addu’ar
kada wannan abin ya sake
faruwa,” in ji gwamnan. Bayan
ganawa da iyalan, Zulum ya gana
da shugabannin hukumomin
tsaro inda suka tattauna game
da hanyoyin inganta tsaro a
cikin al’umma. Ya lura cewa
qananan hukumomi huxu: Biu,
Askira, Chibok da Damboa sun
fuskanci hare-hare daga ‘yan
ta’addar Boko Haram/ISWAP
a ‘yan kwanakin nan, yana mai
tabbatar da cewa gwamnatinsa ba
za ta yi qasa a gwiwa ba wajen
bai wa jami’an tsaro qarin tallafi,
domin daqile qalubalen da ake
fuskanta.
Da yake yi wa gwamnan
bayani, Shugaban Qaramar
Hukumar
Chibok,
Umar
Ibrahim, ya ce baya ga mutane 24
da ‘yan ta’addan suka yi garkuwa
da su sun kashe mutane huxu a
hare-haren da suka kai kan wasu
qauyuka uku. Zulum ya ba da
umarnin a miqa masa rahoton
tantancewa da ke qunshe da
dukkan varnar da ‘yan ta’adda
suka yi a cikin al’ummomin uku.
Gwamnan
ya
yabawa
shugaban bisa yadda ya jagoranci
jama’a. “Bari in yaba wa qoqarin
shugaban karamar hukumar,
domin duk da qarancin kayan
aiki, ya yi iyakacin qoqarinsa
wajen ganin an samar da ribar
dimokuraxiyya a Chibok,” in
ji Zulum. AljazirahNigeria ta
tuna cewa ‘yan ta’addar Boko
Haram/ISWAP sun qaddamar
da hare-hare a kan al’ummomin
- Kawtakare, Korohuma da Pemi
- inda suka yi garkuwa da mata 22
da maza biyu.
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ﻣﻦ اﻟﯿﺴﺎر :ﻣﻤﺜﻠﺔ وزﯾﺮة ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﺻﻤﺔ اﻻﺗﺤﺎدﯾﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻣﺤﻤﺪ أدﯾﺰة ؛ اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ اﻟﻌﺎم  ،اﻟﻔﯿﻠﻖ اﻟﻮطﻨﻲ ﻟﺨﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب ) (NYSCاﻟﻠﻮاء .ﺷﻌﯿﺒﻮ اﺑﺮاھﯿﻢ وﻣﺪﯾﺮ أﺑﺤﺎث ،
اﻟﺘﺨﻄﯿﻂ واﻹﺣﺻﺎء  ،اﻟﺣﺎج أﺣﻣد وادا إﯾﻛﺎ  ،ﺧﻼل ﺣﻔل اﻓﺗﺗﺎح ﻣؤﺗﻣر اﻹدارة اﻟﺳﻧوي ﻟﻌﺎم  ٢٠٢٢ﺑﻣدﯾﻧﺔ ﻧﯾوﯾورك ﻓﻲ أﺑوﺟﺎ  ،أﻣس.

ﻓﺎن ﺗﺳﺗﮭدف
زﯾﺎدة اﻹﯾرادا
ت ﺑﻧﺳﺑﺔ .٪٣٠

ﻗﺎل ﺳﯿﺮﯾﻞ أوﻏﺎر  ،اﻟﻌﻀﻮ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺪب
ﻟﻠﮭﯿﺌﺔ اﻟﻔﯿﺪراﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻄﺎرات ﻓﻲ ﻧﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ
 ،اﻟﻜﺎﺑﺘﻦ راﺑﯿﻮ ﯾﺎدودو  ،إن اﻟﮭﯿﺌﺔ
ﺳﺘﺰﯾﺪ إﯾﺮاداﺗﮭﺎ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ٣٠ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ
ﺑﺤﻠﻮل اﻟﺮﺑﻊ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﺎم  ،وﻗﺎل
ﺟﺰءا ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺔ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ھﺬه
إن
ً
اﻟﺨﻄﻮة اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة ھﻮ اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ
ﻣﺼﺎدر ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﯿﺮان.
وﻗﺎل إن اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺔ ﺗﻈﻞ واﻗﻔﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻗﺪﻣﯿﮭﺎ وﺗﺨﺮج أﻗﻮى ﻣﻦ اﻟﻮﺑﺎء ،
وﻗﺎل إن إﯾﺮادات اﻟﻄﯿﺮان ﺗﻌﺮﺿﺖ
ﻟﻀﻐﻮط ﺷﺪﯾﺪة ﺑﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻮﺑﺎء  ،وﺗﺤﺪث
ﻓﻲ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع اﻹﻓﻄﺎر ﻓﺎن ﻓﻲ ﻻﻏﻮس
ﺣﻮل ﻣﻮﺿﻮع `` :أﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﻄﯿﺮان
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺪام ﻓﻲ ﻣﺮﺣﻠﺔ ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﻮﺑﺎء-
دور إدارة ﻓﺎن ''،أوﺿﺢ أن اﻹﯾﺮادات
ﻓﺮﺻﺎ
ﻏﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﯿﺮان ﺗﻮﻓﺮ
ً
ھﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ وﺗﻨﻮﯾﻊ ﻗﺎﻋﺪة إﯾﺮادات
ﺳﻨﻮﯾﺎ ﻣﻦ أﻏﺴﻄﺲ  ٢٠١٦ﺣﺘﻰ
ﻓﺎن
ً
اﻵن.
ھﺪﻓﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ ھﺬا اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎع ھﻮ زﯾﺎدة ھﺬه
اﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ إﻟﻰ  ٣٠ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﻗﻞ
ﺑﺤﻠﻮل ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺮﺑﻊ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎم
 ، ٢٠٢٢ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺨﺮوج
ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺎت أﺧﺮى ﻟﺒﻨﺎء أﻋﻤﺎل
طﯿﺮان ﻣﺴﺘﺪاﻣﺔ وﺳﻂ وﺷﺪد ﯾﺎدودو
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺛﻘﺘﮫ ﻓﻲ أن ﻓﺮﯾﻖ ﻓﺎن ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن
ﯾﺤﻘﻖ اﻷھﺪاف وأﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻻﺑﺘﻜﺎر
واﻟﺘﺼﻤﯿﻢ واﻻﻟﺘﺰام  ،ﺳﯿﻜﻮن اﻷﻣﺮ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺎ ﯾﺮام  ،وﺷﺪد ﻋﻠﻰ زﯾﺎدة
اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ وﺑﻨﺎء
اﻟﻘﺪرات  ،ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺿﻤﺎن
اﻟﺴﻼﻣﺔ واﻷﻣﻦ.

ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﯾﺮﻓﻊ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻟﻨﻤﻮ اﻻ
ﻗﺘﺼﺎدي ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻟﻌﺎم  ٢٠٢٣إﻟﻰ ٪٢٫٧
رﻓﻊ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ  ،ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﮫ
ﻟﻠﻨﻤﻮ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﻲ اﻹﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ واﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﻲ
اﻹﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  ٢٠٢٣إﻟﻰ
 .٢٫٧٪ﺗﻢ اﺣﺘﻮاء اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة
ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ آﻓﺎق اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ ﻟﺸﮭﺮ
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ اﻟﺼﺎدر ﻋﻦ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ
اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ WEO ، ،اﻟﺬي ﺻﺪر أﻣﺲ.
وﺗﻤﺜﻞ اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة  ٠٫١ﻧﻘﻄﺔ
ﻣﺌﻮﯾﺔ ﻓﻮق ﻧﺴﺒﺔ  ٢٫٦ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺗﻮﻗﻌﮭﺎ اﻟﺼﻨﺪوق ﻓﻲ أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﺎم
اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻲ.
ﻛﻤﺎ أﻛﺪ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﮫ
ﻟﻠﻨﻤﻮ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ٢٫٧ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ ﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺎ
ھﺬا اﻟﻌﺎم ) (٢٠٢٢اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ وﻗﺖ
ﺳﺎﺑﻖ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ ﻋﺪد أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ
آﻓﺎق اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ.
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،ﻓﺈن ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎت ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ
اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﺗﺘﻌﺎرض ﻣﻊ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻟﺒﻨﻚ
اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻋﻨﺪ  ٢٫٥ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ و  ٢٫٨ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ ﻟﻨﻤﻮ اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﻲ اﻹﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ
ﻟﻼﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎﻣﻲ ٢٠٢٢

و  ٢٠٢٣ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ.
ﺗﻢ اﺣﺘﻮاء ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻟﺒﻨﻚ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻓﻲ
ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮه ﻋﻦ اﻵﻓﺎق اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﯿﺔ
اﻟﺬي ﺻﺪر ﻗﺒﻞ أﺳﺒﻮﻋﯿﻦ .وﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
ﻧﻔﺴﮫ  ،ﺧﻔﺾ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻓﻲ
ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮه اﻟﺼﺎدر ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ /
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﮫ ﻟﻨﻤﻮ اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﻲ
اﻹﺟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻓﻲ أﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﺎ ﺟﻨﻮب اﻟﺼﺤﺮاء
إﻟﻰ  ٣٫٧ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ و  ٤٫٠ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ
ﻟﻌﺎﻣﻲ  ٢٠٢٢و  ٢٠٢٣ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ.
وﯾﻤﺜﻞ ھﺬا  ٠٫١ﻧﻘﻄﺔ ﻣﺌﻮﯾﺔ أﻗﻞ ﻣﻦ
 ٣٫٦ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ و  ٣٫٩ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ
اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ ٢٠٢١
آﻓﺎق اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ.
وﺑﺎﻟﻤﺜﻞ  ،ﺧﻔﺾ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ
ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﮫ ﻟﻠﻨﻤﻮ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ إﻟﻰ
 ٤٫٤ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎم  ، ٢٠٢٣وھﻮ
ﻣﺎ ﯾﻤﺜﻞ  ٠٫٥ﻧﻘﻄﺔ ﻣﺌﻮﯾﺔ أﻗﻞ ﻣﻦ ٤٫٩
ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﺋﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ آﻓﺎق
اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ ﻟﺸﮭﺮ أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ  ،آﻓﺎق
اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ.

وﺑﻌﺰو ﺧﻔﺾ اﻟﺘﺼﻨﯿﻒ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮ
اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻊ ﻟﻠﻘﯿﻮد ﻟﻠﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮ
أوﻣﺮﯾﻘﺎن اﻟﺨﺎص ﺑـ ﻛﻮﻓﯿﺪ، ١٩-
ﺻﺮح ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪد
ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ آﻓﺎق اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ
ﺑﻌﻨﻮان "ارﺗﻔﺎع ﻋﺪد اﻟﺤﺎﻻت ،
واﻟﺘﻌﺎﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻀﻄﺮب  ،وارﺗﻔﺎع
اﻟﺘﻀﺨﻢ"" :ﯾﺘﻀﻤﻦ ﺧﻂ اﻷﺳﺎس
اﻵﺛﺎر اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻌﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻨﻘﻞ اﻟﻘﯿﻮد وإﻏﻼق
اﻟﺤﺪود واﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮات اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻧﺘﺸﺎر
ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮ أوﻣﺮﻗﺎن.
"ھﺬه ﺗﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺣﺴﺐ اﻟﺒﻠﺪ اﻋﺘﻤﺎدًا ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻗﺎﺑﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻜﺎن ﻟﻠﺘﺄﺛﺮ  ،وﺷﺪة اﻟﻘﯿﻮد
اﻟﻤﻔﺮوﺿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻨﻘﻞ  ،واﻷﺛﺮ
اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻊ ﻟﻠﻌﺪوى ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺮض اﻟﻌﻤﺎﻟﺔ ،
وأھﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻘﻄﺎﻋﺎت ﻛﺜﯿﻔﺔ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل .ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻊ أن ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ھﺬه اﻟﻌﻮاﺋﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﻨﻤﻮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺮﺑﻊ اﻷول ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎم .٢٠٢٢
"ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻊ أن ﯾﺘﻼﺷﻰ اﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮ
ﺑﺪءا ﻣﻦ اﻟﺮﺑﻊ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ  ،ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﺴﻠﺒﻲ ً
اﻓﺘﺮاض أن اﻟﺰﯾﺎدة اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪوى

أوﻣﯿﻜﺮون ﺗﺘﺮاﺟﻊ وأن اﻟﻔﯿﺮوس ﻻ
ﯾﺘﺤﻮل إﻟﻰ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮات ﺟﺪﯾﺪة ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ
اﻟﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﻗﯿﻮد اﻟﺘﻨﻘﻞ ".
وﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﻧﻔﺴﮫ  ،دﻋﺎ ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ
اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ اﻟﺒﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺰي اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي
CBNوﻧﻈﺮاﺋﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻠﺪان اﻟﻨﺎﺷﺌﺔ
واﻟﻨﺎﻣﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﺒﻨﻲ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ ﻧﻘﺪﯾﺔ ﺻﺎرﻣﺔ
ﻟﻠﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ ارﺗﻔﺎع اﻟﺘﻀﺨﻢ ووﻗﻒ ﺗﺪﻓﻖ
اﻻﺳﺘﺜﻤﺎر اﻷﺟﻨﺒﻲ اﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺔً ﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎد
ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ ﻧﻘﺪﯾﺔ ﺻﺎرﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ.
ﻗﺎل ﺻﻨﺪوق اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ" :اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺔ
اﻟﻨﻘﺪﯾﺔ اﻷﻗﻞ ﺗﯿﺴﯿﺮا ﻓﻲ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدات
اﻟﻤﺘﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﺳﺘﺸﻜﻞ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺎت ﻟﻠﺒﻨﻮك
اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺰﯾﺔ واﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺎت ﻓﻲ اﻷﺳﻮاق
اﻟﻨﺎﺷﺌﺔ واﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدات اﻟﻨﺎﻣﯿﺔ .ﺳﺘﻌﻤﻞ
اﻟﻌﻮاﺋﺪ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﻔﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ أﻣﺎﻛﻦ أﺧﺮى ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺗﺤﻔﯿﺰ رأس اﻟﻤﺎل ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﺪﻓﻖ إﻟﻰ
ً
ﺿﻐﻮطﺎ ھﺒﻮطﯿﺔ
اﻟﺨﺎرج  ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﻀﻊ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﺳﻮاق اﻟﻨﺎﺷﺌﺔ وﻋﻤﻼت
اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻨﺎﻣﯿﺔ وﯾﺰﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﻀﺨﻢ.
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ﺗﻛرﯾم اﺗﻔﺎﻗﯾﺎت ﻟﻠﺣﻔﺎ
ظ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺳﻼم  ،أور
ﺗوم ﻣﮭﺎم ﺳﻼح اﻟﺟو
ﻛﻠﻒ ﺣﺎﻛﻢ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻣﺎﻛﻮردي ﺑﯿﻨﻮ ،
ﺻﻤﻮﺋﯿﻞ أورﺗﻮم  ،اﻟﻨﺎس ﺑﻤﻘﺎوﻣﺔ أي
إﻏﺮاء ﻣﻦ ﺷﺄﻧﮫ أن ﯾﻘﻮدھﻢ إﻟﻰ
اﻻﻧﻀﻤﺎم إﻟﻰ اﻟﻘﻀﺎﯾﺎ ﻣﻊ اﻷﺟﮭﺰة
اﻷﻣﻨﯿﺔ  ،وﺧﺎﺻﺔ اﻟﺠﯿﺶ.
وﺣﺜﮭﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ إﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﺷﻜﻮاھﻢ إﻟﻰ
اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺎت اﻟﻤﺨﺘﺼﺔ إذا ظﮭﺮت ﻗﻀﺎﯾﺎ
ودﯾﺎ .اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ،
ﻣﻦ ھﺬا اﻟﻘﺒﯿﻞ ﻟﺤﻠﮭﺎ ً
اﻟﺬي وﺟﮫ اﻻﺗﮭﺎم أﻣﺲ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ اﺳﺘﻘﺒﻞ
ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺮ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻣﺎﻛﻮردي  ،ﻓﻲ
زﯾﺎرة ﻣﺠﺎﻣﻠﺔ  ،اﻟﻀﺎﺑﻂ اﻟﺠﻮي
اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ  ،اﻟﻘﯿﺎدة اﻟﺠﻮﯾﺔ اﻟﺘﻜﺘﯿﻜﯿﺔ
ﻟﺴﻼح اﻟﺠﻮ اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻣﺎﻛﻮردي ،
AVMأدوﻟﻲ  ،ﻣﺆﻛﺪا ﻋﻠﻰ ﺿﺮورة
ﺗﻜﺮﯾﻢ اﻷﻓﺮاد واﻟﻤﻨﻈﻤﺎت.
اﺗﻔﺎﻗﯿﺎت ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﺴﻼم واﻟﻮﺣﺪة.
أﻋﺮب أورﺗﻮم ﻋﻦ اﺳﺘﯿﺎﺋﮫ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺪم
اﺣﺘﺮام اﻻﺗﻔﺎق اﻟﺬي ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﻮﺻﻞ إﻟﯿﮫ
ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺧﺎص ﺧﻼل اﺟﺘﻤﺎع أﺻﺤﺎب
اﻟﻤﺼﻠﺤﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ ﺣﻜﻮﻣﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺑﯿﻨﻮ
وﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ أوﻏﻮﻧﺪو وﺳﻼح اﻟﺠﻮ
اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي ﻟﺤﻞ اﻟﻤﻨﺎوﺷﺎت اﻟﺒﺮﯾﺔ
اﻟﻤﻄﻮﻟﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺷﺎرك ﻓﯿﮭﺎ اﻟﻄﺮﻓﺎن ،
ً
ﻣﻀﯿﻔﺎ أن اﻟﺘﻄﻮر ﺗﺴﺒﺐ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﺘﻮﺗﺮ.
وأﻟﻘﻰ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻮم ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ أوﻏﻮﻧﺪو
ﻹﺣﺒﺎطﮫ اﺗﻔﺎق اﻟﺴﻼم ﻣﻦ ﻧﺎﺣﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ
ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪﻋﺎوى اﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﯿﺔ واﻻﺣﺘﺠﺎج
واﻟﺴﻼح اﻟﺠﻮي ﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻘﻮة ﺿﺪ
اﻟﻨﺎس  ،وأﺻﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ أن اﻟﻘﺎدة ﻓﻲ
ﺟﻤﯿﻊ اﻷوﻗﺎت ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﯾﻜﻮﻧﻮا
ﻣﺴﺘﻌﺪﯾﻦ ﻟﻠﻮﻗﻮف إﻟﻰ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ﻗﺮارھﻢ
ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﺴﻼم.
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ  ،أﻋﺮب اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ أورﺗﻮم ﻋﻦ
ﺳﻌﺎدﺗﮫ ﺑﻨﺸﺮ AVMأدوﻟﻲ إﻟﻰ ﺑﯿﻨﻮ
ﻣﺸﯿﺮا إﻟﻰ أﻧﮫ ﺑﺼﻔﺘﮫ ً
اﺑﻨﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﺮﺑﺔ ،
،
ً
ﻓﺈن اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﮫ ﺑﺄﻣﻦ اﻷرواح واﻟﻤﻤﺘﻠﻜﺎت
ﺳﯿﻜﻮن أوﻟﻮﯾﺔ ﻗﺼﻮى وأﻛﺪ ﻟﮫ أﻗﺼﻰ
ﺗﻌﺎون ﻣﻦ أﺟﻞ اﻟﻤﻨﻔﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺒﺎدﻟﺔ.
ﻓﻲ رده  ،أﺑﻠﻎ اﻟﻀﺎﺑﻂ اﻟﺠﻮي اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ
أﻧﮫ ﻛﺎن ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺮ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻹﺑﻼﻏﮫ
ﺑﺎﻧﺘﺸﺎره ﻟﺘﻮﻟﻲ ﻗﯿﺎدة اﻟﻘﯿﺎدة اﻟﺠﻮﯾﺔ
أﯾﻀﺎ
اﻟﺘﻜﺘﯿﻜﯿﺔ ﻣﺎﻛﻮردي وﻟﻠﺘﻌﺮف ً
ﻣﺸﯿﺮا إﻟﻰ أن ﻣﮭﻤﺘﮫ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ،
ً
اﻷﺳﺎﺳﯿﺔ ھﻲ ﺿﻤﺎن اﻟﺴﻼم ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ وﻧﺎﺷﺪ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ واﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ
اﻟﻤﻀﯿﻒ واﻟﻮﻛﺎﻻت اﻟﺸﻘﯿﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺎون
ﻟﺘﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﻨﺠﺎح.
ﻧﺎﺷﺪ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﺠﻮﯾﺔ  ،اﻟﺬي
ﻛﺎن ﺑﺮﻓﻘﺔ ﺿﺒﺎط ﻗﺎدة آﺧﺮﯾﻦ ،
أورﺗﻮم ﻹﻗﻨﺎع اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻟﻤﻀﯿﻒ ﺑﻌﺪم
اﻟﺘﻌﺪي ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷراﺿﻲ اﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﺴﻼح
أﯾﻀﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﺠﻮ اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮي  ،وﺣﺜﮫ ً
ﺗﻮﺟﯿﮫ اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻟﺔ ذات اﻟﺼﻠﺔ ﻟﺘﺴﺮﯾﻊ
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻹﺻﺪار .ﺷﮭﺎدة إﺷﻐﺎل
اﻷرض اﻟﻤﺘﻨﺎزع ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ .وأﻛﺪ أﻧﮫ
ﺑﺼﻔﺘﮫ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻮاطﻨﻲ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ  ،ﻓﺈﻧﮫ
ﺳﯿﺒﺬل ﻗﺼﺎرى ﺟﮭﺪه ﻟﻀﻤﺎن ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ
اﻟﺴﻼم اﻟﻤﻨﺸﻮد.

ارھﺎﺑﯾون ﯾﻘﺗﻠون
 ٤وﯾﺧﺗطﻔون  ٢٤ﻓﻲ
ﺷﯾﺑوك ﺑﯾﻧﻣﺎ ﯾﻠﺗﻘﻲ
زوﻟم ﺑﺎﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت

ﺑﻌض رﺟﺎل اﻷﺧﺑﺎر ﻣن ﻣﺧﺗﻠف اﻟﻣؤﺳﺳﺎت اﻹﻋﻼﻣﯾﺔ وأﻋﺿﺎء ﻓﻲ ﻣﻧظﻣﺔ اﻟﻧﺳﺎء ﻣن أﺟل اﻟﺳﻼم ﻓﻲ ﻧﯾﺟﯾرﯾﺎ
) (WOPINﺧﻼل ﻧدوة ﻟﯾوم واﺣد ﺣول دور اﻹﻋﻼم ﻓﻲ اﻷﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎدوﻧﺎ  ،أﻣس، .

ﺗﺎﻣﺑوال ﯾﻌﯾن اﻟﺿﺑﺎط اﻟرﺋﯾﺳﯾﯾن ﻟﺷﺎﻏﺎري ﻓﺎرﺳﯾﺗﻲ اﻟﺟدﯾدة

ﺑﻘﻠﻢ إﺑﺮاھﯿﻢ ﺟﻮروﻧﯿﻮ ،
ﺣﺎﻛﻢ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ،
أﻣﯿﻨﻮ وزﯾﺮي ﺗﺎﻣﺒﻮال  ،ﻋﯿﻦ
اﻟﺒﺮوﻓﯿﺴﻮر ﻣﺎﻻﻣﻲ ﺗﺎﻣﺒﻮال ﻛﻨﺎﺋﺐ
أول ﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﺷﯿﮭﻮ ﺷﺎﺟﺎري
ﻟﻠﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻤﻨﺸﺄة ً
ﺣﺪﯾﺜﺎ  ،ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ.
ﺗﻤﺖ ﺗﺮﻗﯿﺘﮫ اﻵن إﻟﻰ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ  ،وﻗﺒﻞ
ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻨﮫ  ،ﻛﺎن ﻋﻤﯿﺪًا ﻟﻜﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﻋﺜﻤﺎﻧﻮ داﻧﻔﻮدﯾﻮ  ،ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ،
أودوس  ،ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﻢ ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻨﮫ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ
اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ﻛﻨﺎﺋﺐ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﺘﺸﺎر
)اﻷﻛﺎدﯾﻤﯿﯿﻦ( و )اﻹدارة( ھﻤﺎ
اﻷﺳﺘﺎذان ﻣﺤﻤﺪ أﻣﯿﻨﻮ ﻣﻮد و ﻧﺼﯿﺮو
ﻣﺨﺘﺎر ﺟﺎﺗﺎوا ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ ،
وﻛﻼھﻤﺎ ﻣﺴﺆوﻻن ﺳﺎﺑﻘﺎن ﻓﻲ
ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﻋﺜﻤﺎﻧﻮ داﻧﻔﻮدﯾﻮ  ،ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ.

ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﻛﺎن ﻣﻮد ﯾﺮأس ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﻠﻐﺎت
ﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺗﻌﯿﯿﻨﮭﺎ
اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺜﺔ واﻷوروﺑﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ أودوس ،
ﻓﻲ ﻏﻀﻮن ذﻟﻚ  ،وﺟﮫ اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻆ
ﻋﻤﻞ ﻏﺎﺗﺎوا ﻓﻲ ﻗﺴﻢ اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎد ﺣﯿﺚ ﺑﻀﺮورة ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺻﺐ اﻹدارﯾﺔ
ارﺗﻘﻰ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺮﺗﺐ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﺼﺐ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﻤﺘﺒﻘﯿﺔ  ،وﻣﻨﺼﺒﮫ وﻣﺪﯾﺮ اﻷﺷﻐﺎل
اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﻌﻠﯿﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﺼﺐ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ واﻟﺘﺨﻄﯿﻂ اﻟﻌﻤﺮاﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ
اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﻌﻠﯿﺎ .ﯾﻨﺤﺪر اﻟﺜﻨﺎﺋﻲ ﻣﻦ وزارﺗﻲ اﻟﻤﺎﻟﯿﺔ واﻷﺷﻐﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﻮﻻﯾﺔ
ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ﻧﻮرث وﺟﺎﺗﺎوا ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺎطﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ.
اﻟﺤﻜﻢ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﻲ ﺳﺎﺑﻮن ﺑﯿﺮﻧﻲ ﺑﻮﻻﯾﺔ وﺗﺠﺪر اﻹﺷﺎرة إﻟﻰ أن اﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺚ
ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻮاﻟﻲ.
اﻟﺮﺳﻤﻲ ﻟﻜﻠﯿﺔ ﺷﯿﮭﻮ ﺷﻐﺮي ﻟﻠﺘﺮﺑﯿﺔ ،
اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮ  /اﻟﻤﺴﺆوﻟﻮن اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﯿﻮن
SSCOE ،ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ  ،إﻟﻰ إﺣﺪى
اﻟﻤﻌﯿﻨﻮن ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺤﺎﻛﻢ ﺗﺎﻣﺒﻮال ھﻢ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺎت اﻟﺘﺮﺑﯿﺔ واﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻛﺎن ﻗﺮار
اﻟﺴﯿﺪة أﻣﯿﻨﺔ ﯾﻮﺳﻒ ﻏﺎرﺑﺎ  ،ﻛﻤﺴﺠﻞ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﺘﻨﻔﯿﺬي ﻟﻠﺪوﻟﺔ  ،ﻓﻲ
وﺳﻠﯿﻤﺎن دﯾﻜﻮ أﻣﯿﻦ ﻣﻜﺘﺒﺔ  ،واﻟﺴﯿﺪة أﻋﻘﺎب ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﺳﺘﺸﺎرﯾﺔ ﻣﺆﻟﻔﺔ
ﻏﺎرﺑﺎ  ،اﻟﺘﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﺖ ﻓﻲ أودوس
ﻣﻦ  ١٧رﺟﻼً  ،ﺑﺮﺋﺎﺳﺔ ﻧﺎﺋﺐ ﻧﺎﺋﺐ
ﻛﻤﺴﺠﻞ ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪ وﻧﺎﺋﺐ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﻞ
رﺋﯿﺲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ ﺳﻮﻛﻮﺗﻮ ،
ﻛﺎﻧﺖ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﻞ اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة
اﻟﺒﺮوﻓﯿﺴﻮر ﻣﺤﻤﺪ زﯾﺎن ﻋﻤﺮ.

اﻟﻣﺟﻣوﻋﺔ ﺗﺣث أف ﺟﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ إطﻼق ﺳر
اح اﻟزﻛزاﻛﻲ  ،وﺛﺎﺋﻖ ﺳﻔر اﻟزوﺟﺔ
ﻣﻧظﻣﺔ اﻟﻣﺟﺗﻣﻊ اﻟﻣدﻧﻲ ﻓﻲ أﺑوﺟﺎ ،
CSO ،راﺑطﺔ اﻟﻣواطﻧﯾن ﻣن أﺟل
اﻟﻌداﻟﺔ  ،دﻋت ﺣﻛوﻣﺔ اﻟرﺋﯾس ﻣﺣﻣد
ﺑﺧﺎري إﻟﻰ اﻹﻓراج ﻋن وﺛﺎﺋﻖ ﺳﻔر
اﻟﺷﯾﺦ إﺑراھﯾم اﻟزﻛزاﻛﻲ وزوﺟﺗﮫ.
وﻗﺎل ﺑﯾﺎن وﻗﻌﮫ ﺳﻛرﺗﯾر راﺑطﺔ
اﻟﻣواطﻧﯾن ﻣن أﺟل اﻟﻌداﻟﺔ اﻟرﻓﯾﻖ
ﺣزﻗﯾﺎل أﯾوﺑﺎ  ،إن درس اﻟدﯾﻛﺗﺎﺗورﯾﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﻧﯾﺟﯾرﯾﺎ  ،ﺑﻐض اﻟﻧظر ﻋن ﻟوﻧﮭﺎ
 ،ﯾﺟب ﻣﺣﺎرﺑﺗﮫ وﻟﯾس اﺣﺗﺿﺎﻧﮫ.
أوﻟﺋك اﻟذﯾن ﻋﺎﯾﺷوا اﻟدﯾﻛﺗﺎﺗورﯾﺔ
ﯾﻧﺗﮭﻲ ﺑﮭم اﻷﻣر ﺑﺗﺣوﯾل ﺑﻼدھم إﻟﻰ
ﺳﺎﺣﺎت ﻗﺗل ﺑﯾﻧﻣﺎ أوﻟﺋك اﻟذﯾن
ﺣﺎرﺑوھﺎ ﺣﺎﻓظوا ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣرﯾﺎﺗﮭم
وﺣرﯾﺎﺗﮭم وﯾﺗﻣﺗﻌون ﺑﺛﻣﺎر

اﻟدﯾﻣﻘراطﯾﺔ.
ﻧﺣن ﻧﻔﺗرض أن اﻟﺣﻛوﻣﺔ اﻟﻧﯾﺟﯾرﯾﺔ
ﯾﺟب أن ﺗﺣﺗرم وﺗﻛرم ﺣﻘوق اﻟﺷﯾﺦ
وزوﺟﺗﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺣﯾﺎة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻧﺣو
اﻟﻣﻧﺻوص ﻋﻠﯾﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟدﺳﺗور وﯾﺟب
أن ﯾﺣﺻﻠوا ﻋﻠﻰ وﺛﺎﺋﻖ اﻟﺳﻔر
اﻟﻼزﻣﺔ ﻟﺗﻣﻛﯾﻧﮭم ﻣن اﻟﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟرﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻟطﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﻣﻧﺎﺳﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺧﺎرج
ﻣﻊ اﻷﺧذ ﻓﻲ اﻻﻋﺗﺑﺎر إﺻﺎﺑﺎﺗﮭم اﻟﺗﻲ
ﺗﮭدد ﺣﯾﺎﺗﮭم ﺑﻣﺎ ﻓﻲ ذﻟك اﻟﺗﻌذﯾب
اﻟﻧﻔﺳﻲ ﻓﻲ ذاﻛرﺗﮭم وﻋﻣﻠﯾﺎت اﻟﻘﺗل
ﺗﻘرﯾﺑﺎ ﺧﻼل
اﻟوﺣﺷﯾﺔ ﻟﺟﻣﯾﻊ أطﻔﺎﻟﮭم
ً
اﻋﺗداء اﻟدوﻟﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺳﻠﺳل ﻋﻠﻰ أﻋﺿﺎء
اﻟﺣرﻛﺔ.
وھذا ﯾﺑرز اﻟﺣﺟب ﻏﯾر اﻟﻘﺎﻧوﻧﻲ

وﻏﯾر اﻟﻘﺎﻧوﻧﻲ ﻟوﺛﺎﺋﻖ ﺳﻔر اﻟﺷﯾﺦ
زﻛزﻛﻲ وزوﺟﺗﮫ ﻣن أﺟل ﻣﻧﻌﮭﻣﺎ ﻣن
اﻟﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟرﻋﺎﯾﺔ اﻟطﺑﯾﺔ
اﻟﻣﻧﺎﺳﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺧﺎرج.
ﻓﻲ ﻧﻔس اﻟﺑﻠد اﻟذي ﯾﺗﺟول ﻓﯾﮫ
اﻟرﺋﯾس ﺑوھﺎري واﻟﺣﺎﻛم اﻟرﻓﺎﻋﻲ
ووﻛﻼﺋﮭم ﻓﻲ ﺟﻣﯾﻊ أﻧﺣﺎء اﻟﻌﺎﻟم ً
ﺑﺣﺛﺎ
ﻋن رﻋﺎﯾﺔ طﺑﯾﺔ ﺟﯾدة  ،ﺣﯾث ﺣرﻣت
ﺣﻛوﻣﺗﮭم اﻟﻣواطن اﻟﻧﯾﺟﯾري اﻟﻌﺎدي.
ﻧﺣن ﻧطﺎﻟب ﺑﺎﻹﻓراج ﻏﯾر اﻟﻣﺷروط
ﻋن وﺛﺎﺋﻖ ﺳﻔرھم واﻟﻣواطﻧﯾن
اﻵﺧرﯾن اﻟذﯾن ﯾﺗﻌرﺿون ﻟﻼﺿطﮭﺎد
ﻣن ﻗﺑل ﻧظﺎم ﺑﺧﺎري ﻟﺗﻣﻛﯾﻧﮭم ﻣن
اﻟﺑﺣث ﻋن رﻋﺎﯾﺔ طﺑﯾﺔ ﺑدﯾﻠﺔ.

ﺑﻘﻠﻢ ﺣﺴﻦ ﺟﯿﺮﺟﻲ ،
أﻛﺪت ﺣﻜﻮﻣﺔ وﻻﯾﺔ ﻣﺎﯾﺪوﻏﻮري
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺛﻼﺛﺔ
ﺑﻮرﻧﻮ اﺧﺘﻄﺎف ٢٤
ً
ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﺗﺸﯿﺒﻮك.
وﻗﺘﻞ ارﺑﻌﺔ اﺧﺮون وﺣﺮق ١١٠
ﻣﺒﺎن ﻣﺆﻟﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ  ٧٣ﻣﻨﺰﻻ و ٣٣
ﻣﺘﺠﺮا و  ٤ﻛﻨﺎﺋﺲ و  ٨ﺳﯿﺎرات
وﺛﻼث دراﺟﺎت ﺛﻼﺛﯿﺔ اﻟﻌﺠﻼت.
ً
وﻓﻘﺎ ﻟﻤﺮاﺳﻠﻨﺎ  ،ھﺎﺟﻢ اﻟﻤﺘﻤﺮدون
ﻛﺎوﺗﺎﻛﺎري ﻓﻲ  ٢١ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ  ،وﺑﯿﻤﻲ ﻓﻲ
 ١٤ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ وﻛﻮروھﻮﻣﺎ ﻓﻲ ٣٠
دﯾﺴﻤﺒﺮ  .٢٠٢١وﻛﺎن اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻆ
ﺑﺎﺑﺎﻏﺎﻧﺎ زوﻟﻮم ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺗﺸﯿﺒﻮك ﯾﻮم
اﻻﺛﻨﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﺚ اﻟﺘﻘﻰ ﺑﺄﺳﺮ اﻟـ ٢٤
اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻄﻔﯿﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﮭﺠﻤﺎت.
دﻋﺎ زوﻟﻮم اﻷﻗﺎرب ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت
اﻟﻤﺘﻀﺮرة اﻟﺜﻼﺛﺔ اﻟﻤﻜﻮﻧﺔ ﻣﻦ رﺟﺎل
وﻧﺴﺎء واﺳﺘﻀﺎﻓﮭﻢ ﻓﻲ ﻧﺰل اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪة ﺷﯿﺒﻮك.
"ﻧﺤﻦ ھﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺷﯿﺒﻮك ﻟﻨﺘﻌﺎطﻒ ﻣﻊ
ﻋﺎﺋﻼت أﺧﻮاﺗﻨﺎ وإﺧﻮاﻧﻨﺎ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻄﻔﯿﻦ ،
وﻛﺬﻟﻚ أرﺑﻌﺔ ﻣﻦ أﺷﻘﺎﺋﻨﺎ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻗﺘﻠﻮا
ﻋﻠﻰ ﯾﺪ إرھﺎﺑﯿﻲ ﺑﻮﻛﻮ ﺣﺮام ﻓﻲ ھﺬه
اﻟﺤﻮادث اﻟﻤﺆﺳﻔﺔ .ﻗﺎل اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻆ:
ﻧﺸﺎرﻛﻜﻢ آﻻﻣﻜﻢ وﻧﺼﻠﻲ أﻻ ﯾﺘﻜﺮر
ھﺬا اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻣﺮة أﺧﺮى.
وﺑﻌﺪ ﻟﻘﺎء اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت  ،ﺗﻮاﺻﻠﺖ زوﻟﻢ
ﻣﻊ رؤﺳﺎء اﻷﺟﮭﺰة اﻷﻣﻨﯿﺔ وﻧﺎﻗﺸﺖ
اﻟﺜﻐﺮات وﺳﺒﻞ ﺗﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻷﻣﻦ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت.
وﻻﺣﻆ أن أرﺑﻊ ﻣﻨﺎطﻖ ﺣﻜﻮﻣﯿﺔ
ﻣﺤﻠﯿﺔ :ﺑﯿﺌﻮ و أﺳﻜﯿﺮا و ﺷﯿﺒﻮك و
داﻣﺒﻮﺋﺎ واﺟﮭﺖ ھﺠﻤﺎت ﻣﺘﺴﻠﺴﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ
إرھﺎﺑﯿﻲ ﺑﻮﻛﻮ ﺣﺮام ISWAP /ﻓﻲ
اﻵوﻧﺔ اﻷﺧﯿﺮة  ،ﻣﺆﻛﺪًا أن إدارﺗﮫ ﻟﻦ
ﺗﺘﻮاﻧﻰ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ دﻋﻢ إﺿﺎﻓﻲ ﻟﻌﻤﻼء
اﻷﻣﻦ  ،ﻻﺣﺘﻮاء اﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺎت.
وﻓﻲ إﻓﺎدة ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺎﻓﻆ  ،ﻗﺎل رﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ
ﺣﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﺷﯿﺒﻮك اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ  ،ﻋﻤﺮ إﺑﺮاھﯿﻢ
 ،إﻧﮫ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻄﻔﯿﻦ اﻟﺒﺎﻟﻎ
ﺷﺨﺼﺎ ُ ،ﻗﺘﻞ أرﺑﻌﺔ
ﻋﺪدھﻢ ٢٤
ً
أﺷﺨﺎص ﻋﻠﻰ أﯾﺪي اﻹرھﺎﺑﯿﯿﻦ ﺧﻼل
ھﺠﻤﺎت ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺛﻼث
ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت.
ووﺟﮫ اﻟﺰوﻟﻢ ﺑﺮﻓﻊ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ ﺗﻘﯿﯿﻤﻲ
ﯾﺘﻀﻤﻦ ﻛﺎﻓﺔ أﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﺘﺪﻣﯿﺮ اﻟﺘﻲ
ارﺗﻜﺒﮭﺎ اﻹرھﺎﺑﯿﻮن ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺠﻤﻌﺎت
اﻟﺜﻼث .وأﺛﻨﻰ اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻆ ﻋﻠﻰ رﺋﯿﺲ
ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻹدارة ﻟﻘﯿﺎدﺗﮫ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺎوﺑﺔ.
ﻗﺎل زوﻟﻮم" :دﻋﻨﻲ أﺷﯿﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ وﺟﮫ
اﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺪ ﺑﺠﮭﻮد رﺋﯿﺲ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﻠﯿﺔ
 ،ﻷﻧﮫ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻮارد
اﻟﻤﺤﺪودة ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ  ،ﻓﺈﻧﮫ ﯾﺒﺬل ﻗﺼﺎرى
ﺟﮭﺪه ﻟﻀﻤﺎن ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﻣﻜﺎﺳﺐ
اﻟﺪﯾﻤﻘﺮاطﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺷﯿﺒﻮك".
ﺗﺬﻛﺮ اﻟﺠﺰﯾﺮة اﻟﻨﯿﺠﯿﺮﯾﺔ أن إرھﺎﺑﯿﻲ
ﺑﻮﻛﻮ ﺣﺮام ISWAP /ﺷﻨﻮا ھﺠﻤﺎت
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت  -ﻛﺎوﺗﺎﻛﺎري
وﻛﻮروھﻮﻣﺎ وﺑﯿﻤﻲ  -واﺧﺘﻄﻔﻮا ﺧﻼل
ھﺬه اﻟﻌﻤﻠﯿﺔ  ٢٢اﻣﺮأة ورﺟﻠﯿﻦ.
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From left: Minister of Communications and Digital Economy, Alhaji Isa Pantami; Senior Special Assistant to the President on Media and Publicity, Malam Garba Shehu; Minister of Finance,
Budget and National Planning, Hajiya Zainab Ahmed and Minister of FCT, Malam Mohammad Bello briefing State House Correspondents after a meeting of the Federal Executive Council at
the Presidential Villa in Abuja, yesterday.
Photo: Callistus Ewelike/NAN

Nigeria Targets $40bn Investments In Digital Infrastructure
BY LADI PATRICK

Federal Government is targeting $40billion
private capital investments in digital
infrastructure and facilitating the formation
of up to $1 billion in private equity.
The government estimates public investment
of N150billion, according to National
Development Plan 2021-2025.
The document showed increased investment
in infrastructure development, higher internet
penetration and technology start-ups from
2017 to 2020
Nigeria accounts for over 29% of all internet
usage in Africa, and much of this internet
access is via mobile devices, powered by
service provision from telecommunication and
internet service providers, ISPs.
The contribution to Gross Domestic Product,
GDP, from these telecommunication and ISP
companies increased from 1.0% in 2003 to 11%
in 2020. The country’s mobile penetration has
grown to over 80%, and broadband penetration
increased from 27% in 2017 to 46% in 2020”,
the document stated.
It noted that the Information
Communication Technology, ICT, sector is
growing faster than other economic sectors in
the country. It would be recalled that in 2020,
the sector grew by 12.9%, the only sector with
double digit growth in that year.
Furthermore, the telecommunications subsector recorded a growth rate of 15.9%. It is the
highest growth rate in the last 10 years. This
strong growth was driven by the innovative

activities of entrepreneurs, but also enabled by
recently introduced policies which include the
National Digital Economy Policy and Strategy
,2020-2030, the Nigerian National Broadband
Plan ,2020-2025, and E-Government
Masterplan to mention a few”, the NDP stated.
Nigeria’s technology start-up ecosystem also
experienced strong growth, it said adding that
in 2019, Nigerian startups raised $747 million
in venture capital investment, accounting for
37% of all startup funding in Africa.
“Further, the average funding for

technology start-ups increased from $57,000
in 2015 to $73,000 in 202031, signalling
increased investor interest in Nigeria. These
achievements were driven, in part, by the
government’s actions to develop a favourable
enabling environment. For example, 98% of
the approximately 1400 Km of the National
Information Communications Technology
Infrastructure Backbone ,NICTIB, phase 1 has
been completed and is in operation across 11
states.
“Further, in 2020, the Nigerian government

supported leading fibre and transmission
infrastructure companies to extend coverage
through the second phase of the NICTIB II
project, with over 3,250 km of fibre optic cables
running across the six geopolitical regions.
The NICTIB II, which is being funded through
a $328 million private credit facility, will
provide connectivity across several towns and
cities along its routes, thus facilitating access to
broadband services for an estimated population
of over 9.2 million people”, the NDP stated.

African Airlines’ Passenger Traffic Crashes By 65% – IATA
BY CHARLES EBI

International Air Transport Association says
African airlines’ passenger traffic has fallen
by 65% due to the increasing impact of the
Omicron variant of COVID-19.
A new report by IATA, the global airline
body, said traffic in the region fell by 65% in
2021.
IATA report read in part, “African airlines’
international traffic fell 65.2 per cent last
year compared to 2019, which was the best
performance among regions. Capacity dropped
56.7%, and load factor sank 14.1% point to
57.3%. Demand for the month of December
was 60.5% below the year-ago period, a
deterioration from the 56.5% decline in
November, owing to the impact of government
travel restrictions in response to Omicron”.

The IATA full-year global passenger traffic
results for 2021 indicated that demand ,revenue
passenger kilometers or RPKs, fell by 58.4%
compared to the full year of2019.
This represents an improvement compared
to 2020, when full year RPKs were down 65.8%
versus 2019.
The report also noted that international
passenger demand in 2021 was 75.5% below
2019 levels. Capacity, ,measured in available seat
kilometers or ASKs, declined by 65.3%, while
load factor fell 24.0% points to 58.0%
Domestic demand in 2021 was also reported
to have gone down by 28.2% compared to 2019.
Capacity contracted by 19.2% and load factor
dropped 9.3% points to 74.3%.
Total traffic for the month of December
2021was 45.1% below the same month in 2019,
an improvement from the 47% contraction in

November, as monthly demand continued to
recover despite concerns over Omicron.
IATA’s Director General, Willie Walsh,
said, “Overall travel demand strengthened in
2021. That trend continued into December
despite travel restrictions in the face of
Omicron. That says a lot about the strength
of passenger confidence and the desire to
travel. The challenge for 2022 is to reinforce
that confidence by normalizing travel. While
international travel remains far from normal
in many parts of the world, there is momentum
in the right direction. Last week, France and
Switzerland announced significant easing of
measures. And yesterday the UK removed all
testing requirements for vaccinated travelers.
We hope others will follow their important
lead, particularly in Asia where several key
markets remain in virtual isolation”.
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BIRS Warns Staff
Against Of Illegal
Revenue Check
Points

Diaspora
Rmittance Drops
To $1.98bn
BY MARIAM SANNI

Despite efforts by the
Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) to increase diaspora
remittances, money sent
home by Nigerians living
abroad fell by 62 percent.
Latest data obtained
from
CBN
website
showed the total direct
remittances stood at $1.96
billion in first 10 months
of 2021 compared to
the $5.21billion Nigeria
recorded during the height
of COVID-19.
It was even worse when
you consider that prepandemic (2019) $19.2
billion was sent home in the
first 10 months of 2019.
The drop in remittance
was despite the ongoing
Naira 4 Dollar Scheme
initiated on March 5 to
encourage the use of official
means to send money back
to Nigeria.
When CBN introduced
the policies, licensed
international
money
transfer operators (IMTOs)
were instructed to pay N5
for every $1 received as
remittance inflow.
A similar policy was
adopted by other countries
like Bangladesh to boost
remittance through official
means.
However, the Naira, as
at the time of this report
was trading at N410 when
purchased legally, but it
traded at N560 on the
black market. It’s simple
to see why many people
chose to use unapproved
routes that aren’t recorded
in CBN data.
Breakdown of CBN data
showed that in January
2021, $185 million was
remitted, while in February,
$452 million was the
total direct remittance.
While in March and
April $227million and
$165mllion were sent
home respectively.
The remittance dropped
to $150million in May;
$378million in June and
$37.6 billion in July 2021.
For
August
and
September, the apex bank
reported $86 million and
$224 million was remitted
respectively. In October
$51.74 million was sent
home

BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Ahmed

IMF Reduces Global Growth In 2022
To 4.4%, Nigeria To Grow By 2.7%
ALIYU GALADIMA

The International Monetary
Fund, IMF, forecast that Nigeria’s
economy is expected to grow by
2.7% in 2022 and also grow at the
same rate for 2023, adding that
it has reduced its global growth
outlook for the year. The Global
growth is expected to moderate
from 5.9 in 2021 to 4.4 % in
2022.
The IMF disclosed this in
its January World Economic
Outlook (WEO), titled “Rising
Caseloads, a Disrupted Recovery,
and Higher Inflation” released in
Washington on Tuesday.
They added that the reason
for the reduced growth forecast
is triggered by anticipated effects
of mobility restrictions, border
closures, and health impacts
from the spread of the Omicron
variant.
They added that the global
economy will enter a weaker
position in 2022 than previously
expected.
“As the new Omicron
COVID-19 variant spreads,
countries have reimposed
mobility restrictions. Rising
energy prices and supply

disruptions have resulted in
higher and more broad-based
inflation than anticipated,
notably in the United States and
many emerging markets and
developing economies.
The ongoing retrenchment
of China’s real estate sector and
slower-than-expected recovery
of private consumption also
have limited growth prospects,”
they said.
They revealed that Global
growth is expected to moderate
from 5.9 in 2021 to 4.4 per cent in
2022, which is half a percentage
point lower for 2022 than in
the October World Economic
Outlook (WEO), largely reflecting
forecast markdowns in the two
largest economies.
A
revised
assumption
removing the ‘Build Back Better’
fiscal policy package from the
baseline, earlier withdrawal of
monetary accommodation, and
continued supply shortages
produced a downward 1.2
percentage-points revision for
the United States.
While in China, they
highlighted pandemic-induced
disruptions related to the zero-

tolerance COVID-19 policy
and protracted financial stress
among property developers have
induced a 0.8 percentage-point
downgrade.
By 2023, Global growth is
expected to slow to 3.8%, adding
that it is a 0.2 percentage point
higher than in the previous
forecast. The upgrade largely
reflects a mechanical pickup after
current drags on growth dissipate
in the second half of 2022.
The emergence of new
COVID-19 variants could
prolong the pandemic and induce
renewed economic disruptions,”
they said. Adding that supply
chain disruptions, energy price
volatility, and localized wage
pressures mean uncertainty
around inflation and policy paths
is high.
They also urged that worldwide
access to vaccines, tests, and
treatments is essential to reduce
the risk of further dangerous
COVID-19 variants, citing it
requires increased production
of supplies, as well as better incountry delivery systems and
fairer international distribution.
“Monetary policy in many

countries will need to continue
on a tightening path to curb
inflation pressures, while fiscal
policy—operating with more
limited space than earlier in the
pandemic—will need to prioritize
health and social spending while
focusing support on the worst
affected.
They forecast that Nigeria is
expected to grow by 2.7% for
the year and also in 2023, while
South Africa by 1.9% and 1.4%.
The World Bank forecast that
Nigeria’s economy is expected to
grow by 2.5% in 2022 and 2.8%
by 2023, while Global growth
is expected to decelerate from
5.5% in 2021 to 4.1% in 2022 and
3.2% in 2023 as pent-up demand
dissipates and as fiscal and
monetary support is unwound
across the world.
Meanwhile, Nigeria’s Minister
of Finance, Budget, and National
Planning, Mrs Zainab Ahmed
disclosed this during the public
presentation and breakdown of
the 2022 budget where she said
the real GDP forecast for the year
is expected to be 4.2% in 2022
and 3.3% by 2024.

NBET Pays N42bn To GenCos For November Power Supply
BY CYRIL OGAR

The Nigerian Bulk Electricity
Trading Plc said yesterday
it remitted N42 billion to
power generation companies,
GENCOs, for electricity
supplied to the national grid
in November, 2021.
The bulk trader in a
statement in Abuja, explained
that the payments were
a combination of market
receipts and supplementary
payments from Electricity
Distribution
Companies,
DISCOs, made to NBET.
NBET said it processed
market
payment
of
N42,486,673,723.75 to the
power generators for the
November 2021 payment cycle
for grid distributed electricity.

It stated that these
payments were made last
week to GenCos for delivered
electricity to the National grid
during the period. “DISCOs
and GENCOs payments are
based on the electricity market
settlement”, it added.
NBET explained that
“Market Settlement Statement
are issued in arrears by
the Market Operator, MO,
following a period of 28 days
after a cycle. The MO takes
the readings of the various
meters via the grid network
to determine the quantum of
electricity supplied to the grid
by each generation companies
into the national pool, which
is then wheeled via the
transmission network to the
distribution companies and

subsequently to the end-users.
The settlement statement
forms the basis of invoicing
and processing of payments to
the GENCOs.” NBET said it has
continued to ensure “timely
payments to generating
companies
for
energy
generated and distributed
to end users via the grid
despite the average market
performance of DISCOs.’’
NBET Head of Corporate
Communications,
Ms.
Henrietta Ighomrore, in
the statement, added that
the payments were made
following its internal payment
committee meetings and
approval by management.
NBET continues to fulfill
its mandate in ensuring
an efficient and effective

transactions environment for
the bulk purchase and resale
of power in the Nigerian
Electricity Supply Industry,”
she said.
“For the 2021 payment
cycle, NBET processed an
average of N68 billion worth of
electricity via the grid, making
sure that GenCos received an
average minimum settlement
of 85% of generation invoices”,
she said.
According to her, for
January – June 2021
settlement cycle, NBET,
ensured that all GenCos
received payment of 90 – 99
percent of generation invoices
for grid distributed electricity
through the NBET Payment
Assurance Facility, PAF, and
market receipts.

Tough times and sanction
awaits staff of Benue Internal
Revenue Services BIRS who
connive with operators of
illegal revenue checkpoints
with the aim to defraud the
Benue State Government
of revenue meant for the
development of the state.
Executive
Chairman
Benue Internal Revenue
Services BIRS Mrs Mimi
Adzakpe Orubibi, who
disclosed this during an
interview with journalists
in Makurdi, said the decision
became possible following
the springing up of illegal
revenue checkpoints across
the state on a daily basis,
lamenting that the trend has
actually pulsed a challenge
to revenue generation in
the state and called on
stakeholders to assist the
organization tackle the
menace.
She further revealed
that on assumption of
office, having noticed
increasing number of illegal
check points, she adopted
the carrot approch but
expressed displeasure that
the approch yielded no
positive results, pointing
out that Government have
instead decided to use
the stick approch against
operators of the criminal
act in order to improve the
Internally generated revenue
for the good of the entire
people.
Mrs Orubibi, while
appealing to youths to
desist from operating
illegal revenue checkpoints
to enable the state collect
revenue to assist in
developing infrastructure
equally warned that any staff
of the organization caught in
the habit of conniving with
unsuspecting
members
of the public to defraud
the office from achieving
its mandate would be
sanctioned.
She also commended
Governor Samuel Ortom,
for moving the headquarters
of the organization to its
permanent site, discribing it
as a welcome development.
While
expressing
appreciation
to
the
governor for the good
gesture, the executive
secretary BIRS said the
relocation has equally eased
operations of the staff.
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Subsidy Extension Stalls
PIA Implementation

BY CYRIL OGAR

Implementation
of
the
Petroleum Industry Act , PIA,
is no longer tenable with the
continuation of petroleum
subsidy payment.
President
Muhammadu
Buhari has proposed an
18-month extension to the
National Assembly.
The PIA, signed on August
16, 2021, was billed to take
effect next month. Under
the law, price control of oil
resources and products by the
government ought to end in
six months to give way to a free
market regime. The six months
would lapse next month.
But with the timeline no
longer feasible, the executive
will return to the National
Assembly for an amendment
to the PIA.
Minister of State for
Petroleum Resources Timipre
Sylva told State House
Correspondents after meeting
with President Buhari, that
subsidy removal was put on
hold to enable the government
put relief measures in place to
mitigate the harsh effects.
He said: “It is likely to involve
an amendment of the PIA to
extend the time. I always do
not want to preempt what time
frame the National Assembly
will allow, but definitely, at this
moment, fuel subsidy removal
is not on the card.
“We also see the legal
implications. There is six
months provision in the PIA,
which will expire in February
and that’s why we are coming
out to say, before the expiration
of this time, we’ll engage the
legislature.
“We will propose an

Sylva
18-month extension and then
it’s up to the National Assembly
to look at it and then pass the
amendment as they see fit”.
He said the President
directed the suspension to
protect the poor and vulnerable
against further hardship.
On Monday, Minister of
Finance, Budget and National
Planning, Mrs Zainab Ahmed,
said the government would
make provision for subsidy
payment beyond June.
Sylva said part of the
measures is to get the
refineries working by the end
of the year. He said: “There is
already a provision in the law,
but because Mr. President is
very humane and is concerned

about the plight of the people,
especially the less privileged,
he believes that the impact the
removal of subsidy will have
on the poor and vulnerable
Nigerians should be mitigated.
“He believes that certain
structures must be put in place
prior to the removal of subsidy.
All those structures are not
right now in place.
One of those is to ensure
that the refineries are working.
Steps are being taken for all the
refineries to be functional very
soon.
“The Dangote Refinery is
expected to come on stream
at the end of this year. “All our
refineries, particularly the Port
Harcourt Refinery, is expected

to be performing at a certain
capacity, not full capacity, by
end of this year.
“There are some modular
refineries that are also going to
come on stream later this year”.
Sylva is also hopeful that by
April, conversion of vehicles
from petrol to autogas would
begin while arrangements are
firmed up for palliatives. He
said: “We are hoping that in
March or April, the conversion
processes will begin.
We promised that one
million cars will be converted
initially, and of course, the
corresponding amount of gas
filling stations will also be built.
That is in progress and I want
to assure you that it will happen

very soon. That also has to be
in place before we say ‘okay, we
want to take out subsidies’.
Asked how long the
suspension of the PIA
implementation might last,
he said: “I will not want to
specifically mention the time of
extension because that will be a
product of a discussion with the
National Assembly”.
On the use of gas-fueled
automobiles, Sylva said talks
have been held with Original
Equipment MEanufacturers ,
OEMs, to set up in Nigeria.
“They are actually willing also
to give us 50% of the funding.
I and the Minister of Finance
have discussed also how we can
match them with 50% so that it

LCCI Recommends Subsidy Removal In Phases

Lagos Chamber of Commerce
and
Industry
,LCCI,
recommended a phased removal
of petrol to mitigate its effect on
the masses.
Its Director-General, Dr
Chinyere Almona, said in a
statement that the phased
removal should be accompanied
by complementary investment
in critical infrastructure aimed

at supporting production in the
economy.
According to her, increased
production would mean
more job creation, poverty
reduction and improved
economic growth.
The LCCI DG, however,
noted that a monthly payment
of about N250 billion to
subsidise fuel consumption

meant an additional N1.5
trillion expenditure in the
2022 budget.
She stated that with
additional
expenditure
against the projected revenue,
deficit financing would be
needed to support the budget
expenditure.
Dr Almona noted that the
development was likely to see

the government borrowing
more than projected to
finance the bloated expenditure
in the face of revenue
mobilisation challenge.
“The signing of the
Petroleum Industry Bill into
law by President Buhari was
well-received by all major
stakeholders and seen as
a commendable act by the

IPMAN Seeks Action On Refineries

Independent
Petroleum
Marketers Association of
Nigeria ,IPMAN, has urged
the Federal Government to
begin the implementation of
programmes and palliatives
aimed at cushioning the effects

of the eventual removal of
petrol subsidy.
Its President, Mr Chinedu
Okoronkwo, believes the
postponement gives the
government an opportunity to
put the necessary programmes

and palliatives in place.
“The government should
ensure that we improve our
domestic refining capacity by
rehabilitating our refineries.
“This is ongoing and
hopefully the contractors

will adhere to the stipulated
timelines.
“Also, the government should
give the necessary support to
the Dangote Refinery and other
private-owned refineries under
construction to enable them

will be 50/50”, he added.
According to him, petrolpowered engines cannot be
converted to gas without the
filling stations to service them.
Sylva said engagements with
stakeholders, especially the
Labour, would continue.
On queues in petrol stations,
he said there was no need for
panic buying or hoarding. He
hoped that the uncertainties
on subsidy removal that may
have caused the queues have
been cleared.
“That’s why we want to just
ensure that our people know
that they can remain calm and
don’t have to hoard or do any
panic buying, that we don’t
intend to remove subsidy now”,
Sylva said.
Also the Nigeria Labour
Congress ,NLC, called off the
planned nationwide protests
over petrol subsidy. It took
the decision at its National
Executive Council meeting.
NLC President, Ayuba
Wabba, at a briefing in Abuja,
said members would be
demobilised
He said: “The NEC after
vigorous debates took a decision
to suspend the planned
nationwide protest scheduled
for January 27, 2022 and the
national protest scheduled for
February 2, 2022.
The leadership of the
Congress has communicated
this decision to our civil society
allies who have stood stoically
behind Nigerian workers
in our quest for social and
economic justice for workers
and the downtrodden people
of our country.
Going forward, we will
continue to engage with the
government on the very
critical issues of ensuring
local refining of petroleum,
creation of sustainable jobs
and affordable price of petrol
for Nigerian workers and
people.
We commend the Nigerian
workers and people particularly
our civil society allies for their
unwavering solidarity and
support during this struggle.
We sure are stronger together”.

government.
“The political will to sign
the bill into law was highly
applauded because of the
expectations of many on
the full exploitation of the
inherent potential of the oil
and gas sector.
“Less than a year into
the signing of the Act, the
implementation has suffered

a flip-flop as some of the
provisions of the Act are being
suspended”, she said.
Dr Aloma said while the
LCCI supported the full
implementation of the PIA
and total deregulation of the
oil and gas sector, it would be
insensitive to the plight of the
masses that might feel the pains
of fuel subsidy removal.

to come on stream as soon as
possible”, he said.
Okoronkwo advised the
government to initiate its
mass transit programme to help
reduce the cost of movement of
goods and persons. “One of the

factors contributing to the high
cost of foodstuff in Nigeria is
transportation.
“If we have mass transit
buses, this will help us to reduce
the prices of foodstuff in our
markets”, he said
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Zulum Charges Customs TinCan Island Port Generates N493.75bn In 2021
Stakeholders
On North East
Master Plan
BY ROTIMI ASHER

BY HASSAN JIRIGI

Borno State Governor, Prof
Babagana Umara Zulum, has
called on the stakeholders to
work together to design an
achievable, ambitious, and
realistic ‘Master Plan’ for the
development of the six states
in the North-east geopolitical
zone.
He made the call in Abuja
while chairing the Forum
of North-East Governors,
as a special guest of honor
of a Multi-stakeholder
Consultation Forum with
the Theme: “North-East
Stabilization and Development
Master Plan ,NSCDMP”.
The event was hosted by
the North-East Development
Commission ,NEDC, at the
Congress Hall of Transcorp
Hilton, Abuja.
The attendees of the
forum are the Minister
of Humanitarian Affairs,
Disaster Management and
Social Development, Hajiya
Sadiya Farouq, Cheif of
Defence Staff, General Lucky
Irabor, Inspector General of
Police, Baba Usman Alkali,
National Security Adviser, Gen.
Babagana Monguno ,retd, and
other top government officials.
While addressing the
participants, Zulum thanked
President Muhammadu Buhari
and Sadiya Umar Farouq for
their tremendous efforts and
interventions which restored
peace in the North-East region
against all odds.
“We all understand the
crucial role that consistency
can play in bringing back peace,
stability, and prosperity in the
North East in particular and
Nigeria in general. This master
plan must be ambitious, broad,
brave and comprehensive, to
cover the whole scope of issues
in the Northeast”,
The plan should outlive our
tenures in office. It should be
a reflection of our doggedness
to rise from the ashes of
destruction into the bright and
welcoming place of peace and
development. Our aspirations,
as Governors and people of the
region, therefore, should be to
build back better everything
that we lost and much more.
The task may appear
daunting, but rest assured that
the bulk will be made easier
than we can imagine through
the unflinching support you
will receive from the leadership
in the northeast as a whole.
Our respective states in the
North East will make available
plans for alignment and
synergy that will deliver better
quality service to the people of
the northeast”, Zulum added.

Nigeria Customs Service ,NCS,
TinCan Island Ports ,TCIP,
command, said it generated
N493,754,017,176.81 in 2021.
The Area Controller, TCIP
Command,
Comptroller
Abdullahi Musa, made this
known in a statement signed
by Mr Uche Ejesieme, Public
Relations Officer of the
command in Lagos on Tuesday.
According to the controller,
the command’s revenue for
2021 exceeded the 2021 Federal
Government target of N350,
064, 600,000 by N143billion,
which amounts to 41.05%.
This figure also indicates
an improvement in revenue
by
N107,991,549,315.00,
which
is
28%
from
N385,762,467,861.35 revenue
generated in 2020”, he said.
Musa said in the area of trade
facilitation, a new terminal,
Classic III Bonded Terminal,
was opened under TinCan
Island Command improving the

cargo and revenue collection of
the Command.
In the year under review, a
total of 30,441 containers were
transferred under the fast track,
58, 234 containers and vehicles
were approved for transit from
the Mother Port to Bonded
Terminals.
With
the
successful
implementation of a Standard
Operational Procedure on barge
movement, 36,496 containers
were transported from TCIP
Command
through
the
waterways by barge to bonded
terminals and Free Trade Zone”,
he said.
He said the compliance
monitoring activities showed
that
compliance
levels
improved significantly, that
out of 166,903 Single Good
Declaration ,SGDs, registered in
2021; there were 2,484 ,1.5%,
interventions.
He noted that this showed
an enhanced compliance
rating of about 63.4% and an
improvement from the 2019

compliance rating of 15,295
,9.4%, out of 162,110 SGDs
registered.
The comptroller said in the
area of enforcement/antismuggling, the command, in
collaboration with the National
Drug Law Enforcement Agency
,NDLEA, made a seizure of
cocaine with a net weight of
43.110kg.
The cocaine was concealed in
40 bags of raw sugar packaged
in bulk aboard the vessel MV
SPAR SCORPIO.
Twenty suspects and
the vessel were detained in
connection with the seizure;
however, the command was
directed to hand over the case
file, vessel, and suspects to
NDLEA according to Standard
Operational Procedures.
Seizure was also made of
two automatic rifles with 164
rounds of live ammunition
which were intercepted in
a 1x40ft container MEDU
49022/5. They have since been
handed over to the Department

of State Service.
Additionally, a total of 151
containers made of 149 ,40ft,
2 ,20ft, and 9 uncontainerised
cargo were intercepted and
seized by the enforcement team
with a total Duty Payable Value
,DPV, of N607,348,617.00,” he
said.
Musa said a total tonnage
of goods exported through
Tincan Island Port for the year
under review was 1,725,987.02
metric tonnes with a total value
of N141, 985, 109,159.
He hoped that efforts to
mitigate challenges in the
port be sustained to create a
more user-friendly seaport
that matched international
standards and enabled the
facilitation of legitimate trade.
Musa added that the lack of
government warehouses and
lethargy in the application of
extant customs laws guiding
the treatment of overtime
cargo by the terminal operators
remained an area that needed
dedicated attention.
With the approval and
implementation
of
the
e-Customs project and its
content of digitisation of
all customs processes and
procedures, our projection in
2022 will include improved
performance.
This is in the areas of
revenue collection, facilitation
of legitimate trade, enhancing
the capacity and skills of officers
and men of the Command.
We will continue to work in
line with the CGC’s agenda to
reform, restructure and increase
revenue collection”, he said.
He
appreciated
the
Comptroller-General
of
Customs, retired Col. Hameed
Ali, and his team for providing
effective leadership and an
enabling environment with the
necessary operational tools for
service delivery

Musa

Rivers Floors FG, As Court Bars Deduction From Federation Account

BY EZUMA JOE

Federal High Court sitting in
Abuja has declared unlawful,
the deductions by the
federal government from
the Federation Account for
funding of the Nigeria Police
Trust Fund.
Justice Ahmed Mohammed
ruled on Tuesday that the
direct deduction of funds from
the federation account to fund
the Nigeria Police Force ,NPF,
is illegal.
In a suit filed by the Rivers
Government through its
attorney general, the state
government sought an order
stopping the deduction of
funds from the Federation
Account for the funding of
the Nigeria Police Trust Fund
scheme.
In a suit marked FHC/
ABJ/CS/511/2020,
filed

on May 20, 2020, Rivers
State Government, through
its Attorney- General had
approached the court seeking
an” Order stopping the
Deduction of Funds from the
Federation Account” for the
funding of the Nigeria Police
Trust Fund Scheme.
The state government
challenged
the
constitutionality and validity
of section 4(1)(a) and section
4(1)(b) of the Nigeria Police
Trust Fund (Establishment)
Act 2019, which permits the
deduction of 0.5% of the
total revenue accruing to the
Federation Account and to be
paid to the Nigeria Police Trust
Fund.
The
Rivers
State
Government had argued that
it was not the responsibility of
the State governments but that
of the Federal Government to

fund the Police.
Respondents in the suit
included: Attorney- General
of Federation and Minister
of Justice, the Accountant
General of the Federation,
the Revenue Mobilisation,
Allocation
and
Fiscal
Commission and the Federal
Ministry of Finance.
Justice Mohammed held
that the provisions of section
4(1)(a) (b) of the Police Trust
Fund Act 2019, requiring the
deduction of 0.05% of any
fund in the Federation Account
and 0.005% of the net profit
of companies operating in
Nigeria to fund the police is
unconstitutional.
The Judge consequently
declared the section of the law
permitting the direct deduction
of any sum or percentage
of revenue accruing to the
Federation Account or which

ought to have been paid into
the federation account for the
purpose of providing funds for
the Nigerian Police Trust Fund
as “unconstitutional, null and
void”.
Justice Mohammed agreed
with the Rivers Government
that by virtue of Section 162 (3)
of the Nigerian Constitution,
funds standing to the credit of
the Federation Account “can
only be distributed among
the Federal Government,
State Governments and Local
Government Councils in
each state of Nigeria and not
directly to any agency of the
Federal Government including
the Nigeria Police Force”.
The Judge also said it was
only Rivers that would benefit
from the refund and not the
35 states since the court was
not a “Father Christmas” that
granted what was not sought.

Dangote Cement
Announces
Completion Of
Tranche II Share
Buyback
Dangote Cement Plc
has announced the
completion of its second
tranche of share buyback programme which
lasted for two days, from
January 19 – 20, 2022.
The Tranche II of the
programme
entailed
the
repurchase
of
126,748,153 units of
shares,
representing
0.74% of the Company’s
issued and fully paid
ordinary shares, at an
average price of N276.89,
representing a total
consideration of N35.095
billion.
The company made
this announcement via
a disclosure signed by
the Deputy company
Secretary,
Edward
Imoedemhe and filed
with
the
Nigerian
Exchange Limited.
The disclosure further
states that the total
number of residuals
issued and fully paid
outstanding shares of
Dangote Cement Plc
currently amounts to
16,873,559,251.
In
addition, the repurchased
shares will be held as
treasury shares and
may subsequently be
cancelled.
It also mentioned
that the execution of
the Tranche II share
buyback programme did
not have any impact on
the company’s financial
position.
The
company
announced
the
commencement of the
Tranche II share buyback
programme on January
12, 2022, which was to be
carried out on the Open
Market of the Nigerian
Exchange
Limited,
subject to prevailing
market conditions.
The second tranche
of
the
programme
comes a year after the
first tranche of share
buyback was concluded
on December 31, 2020,
repurchasing
shares
worth N40.20 million at
N243 per share, at a total
value of N9.8 billion.
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Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), Gen. Lucky Irabor (7th R); President of Nigeria Guilds of Editors. Mustapha Isa (6th R); Chief Executive Officer, The Media Today International, Charles Odenigbo (6th
L) and Editors and Media Executives, during their parley with CDS in Abuja, yesterday.
PHOTO: JOHNSON UDEANI/NAN

We Haven’t Zoned Presidential Ticket To South, Buni Insists
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Ruling All Progressives Congress yesterday
denied reports by some media outlets that
the party has zoned its presidential ticket to
the South .
A statement signed by
by Buni’s

Spokesperson, Mamman Mohammed, said,
the purported zoning in circulation should be
disregarded by the general public
According to him, “The attention of the
Governor of Yobe State and Chairman APC
Caretaker Extraordinary Convention Planning
Committee, Mai Mala Buni, has been drawn to

media publications with purported zoning of
offices allegedly announced by him.
“He has in clear and unambiguous terms
denied the said list, saying it is false, baseless,
unfounded, misleading and has nothing to do
with him or his committee.
Buni said the APC has not taken any decision

at any fora relating to the zoning of offices.
“The publication is just a figment of the
author’s imagination that has nothing to do
with the Chairman and the party.
“The public is hereby urged to disregard the
purported list as it is misleading and completely
false”.

INEC: HURIWA Petitions NASS Over Bayelsa Nominee
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Human Rights Writers Association of
Nigeria, HURIWA, submitted a petition to the
National Assembly yesterday, alleging that the
Independent National Electoral Commission,
INEC, nominee from Bayelsa State, Prof. Rhoda
Gumus ‘is a card carrying member of the ruling
All progressives Congress, APC’.
The petition dated 26th January, 2022,
signed by HURIWA national coordinator,
Emmanuel Onwubiko, addressed to the
President of the Senate Ahmad Lawan, Deputy
President of the Senate Ovie Omo-Agege
and Speaker House of Representatives Femi
Gbajabiamila, said Prof. Gumus nomination
was in breach of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria 1999 Constitution as amended and
the Electoral Act.
HURIWA, however, urged the leadership
of the National Assembly to out rightly reject

Gumus nomination in the interest of the
country.
The group warned the National Assembly to
guard against the confirmation of Gumus so
as not to set the stage for a very huge political
crisis, which is capable of derailing the country’s
democratic process.
“We have uncovered material evidence
(copies attached) revealing that Prof. Rhoda H.
Gumus; INEC National Commissioner nominee
for Bayelsa State, South-south is a card-carrying
member of the APC and by confirming her as a
National Electoral Commissioner for the INEC
tasked with the mandate to conduct elections in
Nigeria wherein the All Progressives Congress
will participate.
“Sir, research and experience has shown that
one of the factors that have compromised the
credibility of elections in Nigeria is said to be
the lack of structural independence of INEC.
This was one of the main issues taken up by the

Electoral Reform Committee in 2007.
“You would recall that among the
recommendations that the Committee
made was the necessity for guaranteeing the
independence of INEC, both through the way
that the Commission is funded and through the
appointment process for its members.
“Beyond this, Prof. Gumus’ confirmation
by this 9th Senate will be a violation of the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
The Constitution specifically declares that
appointees to the electoral body must be nonpartisan and also not a card-carrying member
of any political party.
“Specifically, Section 14(2a) of the Third
Schedule of the 1999 Constitution as amended
states that “a member of the commission
shall be non-partisan and a person of
unquestionable integrity.
“And Section 14(3b) of the same Schedule
states that “there shall be for each state of the

federation and the Federal Capital Territory
of Abuja, a Resident Electoral Commissioner
who shall be a person of unquestionable
integrity and shall not be a member of any
political party.” This, however, directly applies
to members appointed as Resident Electoral
Commissioners.

Yakubu
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Oshiomhole

Pending Issues Before APC
National Convention
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Political parties are made up of individuals
with different opinions, values and
interests, hence, party crises are overtly
inevitable in groups due to different
ideologies, principles and interests.
Since the formation of the ruling All
Progressives Congress, APC, in February
2013, crises of all shapes have been part
and parcel of the its journey. There were
unresolved issues during the tenure of
both Chief John Odigie-Oyegun and that
of Comrade Adams Oshiomhole. Presently,
the party’s Caretaker Extraordinary
Convention Planning Committee, CECPC,
led by Yobe State Governor, Mai Mala Buni
is also facing its own.
The APC recently fixed February 26 for
its national convention, which is being
celebrated by party members that have
been calling for Buni’s resignation without
forgetting the crisis rocking the party in
some states.
President Muhammadu Buhari warned
the ruling party a few weeks ago that if the
crisis could not be resolved, the opposition
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, would take
over the government in 2023 presidential
election.
The President said the same mistake
made by the opposition PDP that led to
its defeat in 2015 could befall the APC in
2023 if the party cannot put its house in
order.
“If the party couldn’t agree, the
opposition would take over. What did the
PDP do that they did not come together
but when ACN, ANPP CPC, APGA came

together before PDP realised it they were
off; they are still off so they can see it”,
he warned.
UNRESOLVED ISSUES FROM
CONGRESSES
Despite fixing February 26, for the
national convention of the party, some
states are yet to reconcile their aggrieved
members after the ward, local government
and state congresses that took place last
year.
In September, the party set up a
National Reconciliation Committee
headed by Senator Abdullahi Adamu,
former Nasarawa State governor, to
reconcile members who were aggrieved
by the outcome of the party’s congresses.
The members of the committee include:
Otunba Moses Adeyemo, former Oyo
State deputy governor, Secretary, and
Sen. George Akume, Minister of Special

“

...if the crisis could not be
resolved, the opposition
Peoples Democratic
Party, PDP, would take
over the government
in 2023 presidential
election

Duties and Inter Governmental Affairs;
Sullivan Chime, former Enugu State
governor; Ali Saad Birnin kudu; Rt. Hon.
Yakubu Dogara, former Speaker, Houseof
Representatives; Alh. Suleiman Argungu;
Dr. Mrs. Oluranti Adebule and Dr. Mrs.
Beta Edu.
The committee after the Christmas
break resumed second phase of its
reconciliation activities which according
to them “all the activities covered last year
was reviewed” .
The committee began the second phase
on January 6 in South-western states of
the country where there are complaints
and petitions to meet with Party elders
and see stakeholders in those five states.
According to the committee by the end
of January they should be able to make a
report from all activities covered.
The Reconciliation Committee restated
its readiness to ensure fair hearing, equity
and justice in carrying out its assignment
as the committee arrives Osun State.
While on a courtesy visit on Governor
Adegboyega Oyetola, at the Government
House, Osogbo, the committee led by its
chairman said it would attend to palpable,
contentious matters, treat petitions and
elicit responses after which a report would
be made in line with the directive of the
leadership of the party at the national
level.
However, Minister of Interior, Rauf
Aregbesola after the reconciliation
committee visited the state insisted that
the ruling APC in Osun State was divided,
noting that at the right time, the party
would be reorganised.

In reaction, the Special Adviser to the
Osun governor on Political Affairs, Sunday
Akere, refuted the claim, saying the Osun
APC remained one and intact.
The former governor said, “For anybody
who seeks to know, the APC is divided in
Osun. We have APC of Rauf Aregbesola,
which is chaired by Honourable Razaq
Salinsile, and the other.
“Everybody is doing his or her own,
later, we will reorganise, we will rearrange
everything.
“The caucus that produced our faction
is called The Osun Progressives chaired
by Elder Lowo Adebiyi. People who are in
doubt, thinking whether I am part of the
TOP or not should listen, I belong to TOP. I
am happy that the Commissioner of Police
is here. There are a lot of lies that are flying
around”, he declared.
Last week, a concerned member of the
APC in Osun State, Taiwo Adebowale,
wrote an open letter to President Buhari,
pleading for his intervention on the feud.
In the open letter to president Buhari,
Adebowale, described himself as a
‘dedicated member’ of the APC, which
according to him “the unhealthy rivalry
playing out today between two leading
stakeholders in the state, if not quickly
addressed by way of amicable resolution,
it will have negative impact on the
governing APC, and ultimately for the
state in the long run”.
“That the opposition is already warming
up to exploit the disunity in our party to
supplant us and install themselves in
CONTINUE ON PAGE 28
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Speaking after meeting with
Governor Abdulrahman Abdulrazaq
during a courtesy visit by members of
the committee said, they would meet
first with the aggrieved members of
the party and then listen to the party
executives, stakeholders, and elders led
by the governor in order to balance and
reconcile them.
Reports indicate that the reconciliation
committee met two factions in kwara
State: the Minister of Information and
Culture, Mr Lai Mohammed’s faction and

Governor Abdulrahman Abdulrazaq’ s
faction.
The Publicity Secretary of the faction
loyal to the governor, Alhaji Folaranmi
Aro, confirmed that the committee
met the group, according to him the
prominent members of the opposing
group in the party including the two
ministers; Lai Mohammed and Ms
Gbemisola Saraki, as well as Bashir
Bolarinwa, the suspended chairman of
the APC Caretaker Committee in the
state, were not present at the meeting.
After leaving Kwara State, Lai
Mohammed’s Faction accused Senator
Adamu-led committee of bias, saying he
should do justice to the issues without
fear or favour.
In a statement jointly signed by
the state secretary of the faction,
Alhaji Isiaka Agboji, and the publicity
secretary, Mr Ibrahim Sharafdeen, the
faction said Adamu’s body language and
conduct were at variance with the stated
objectives of the committee.

...APC National Convention
FROM PAGE 27

power in the July election is no longer in
doubt. Mr President, sir, you must not
allow this to happen”.
He appealed to the president for
urgent and profound intervention in
the interest of the party and for the
continued development of Osun State.
“In the very disturbing dispute
between the immediate past governor,
His Excellency, Rauf Aregbesola, now
Minister of Interior, and his successor,
His Excellency, Governor Gboyega
Oyetola. These two distinguished and
highly respected sons and leaders of our
party in Osun State have been squabbling
for some time now. Now, Your Excellency
is the time to step in and bring lasting
peace as the preeminent leader of the
party and father of the nation”, he said.
Senator Adamu, while in Kwara State
said the committee will listen to and
reconcile all the sides in the lingering
crisis within the state chapter of the
APC.

“

Everybody is doing his
or her own, later, we
will reorganise, we will
rearrange everything
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According to the statement,
Adamu’s comment that he would not
accept anything that could discredit
the administration of the APC-led
administration in the state was a
“prejudicial remark from a man expected
to be neutral in view of the volatile
nature of his assignment.”
“We view such a belligerent tone as
a prelude to what should be expected
as the outcome of his input to the
committee’s report. It is our belief
that anyone who uses reason to escape
history will end up repeating history.
“As a prudent statesman heading
a reconciliatory committee of this
nature, we expect that he would have
approached this assignment with
caution and tact rather than resorting to
emotions by referring to his primordial
relationship with one of the parties to
the dispute. This, we consider as a clear
case of a judge descending into the arena
of dispute”.
“Needless to say that prior to the
arrival of the committee in the state on
January 10, 2022, the parties had been
requested to make their presentations in
writing which was done. However, while
we appreciate the intervention of the
committee in finding lasting solutions to
the lingering crises in the Kwara APC, we
noticed the unpleasant body language
and conduct of the chairman were at
variance with the stated objectives of
the committee.
“Further, even if the Committee
Chairman has a long-standing
relationship with the patriarch of
Abdulrahman Abdulrasaq’s family, we
consider it indecent to use the venue of
the meeting to express such sentimental
attachment”, the statement said.
DESPITE RECONCILIATION
EFFORTS KANO APC REMAINS
ADAMANT
It is no more news that kano State APC
is divided into two: one faction loyal
to Governor Abdullahi Ganduje, and
the other loyal to a former governor,
Ibrahim Shekarau.
According to reports, despite the
committee’s effort to ensure peace
reigned, the feud in the party had
continued.
The
reconciliation
committee
members were in Kano months ago,
but failed to reach expected result of
the pending appeal in court.
On Friday the Appeal Court at the
Federal Capital Territory reserved date
for the ruling on the crisis in the State.
The APC Chairman, Extra Ordinary
Committee and Governor of Yobe State,
Mai Mala Buni, sought the authority
of the Court of Appeal to set aside the
judgment of Federal Capital Territory
High Court, which validated the parallel
congresses conducted by the APC
factional group, led by former Kano
Governor, Malam Ibrahim Shekarau..
Buni with the APC national
headquarters and other appellants
insisted that the FCT High Court lacked
the jurisdiction to hear the matter,
thereby seeking for nullity of the lower
court ruling.
The three panel Justices of the
Appeal Court headed by Justice Haruna
Tsammani, however, reserved the
matter for judgment at a date that would
be communicated to both parties.
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Let’s Look Within...
Zuma Rock Resort could offer the difference

The month of December is usually the
best time for family getaways because
the kids are always on long vacation at
this time. As the holiday period draws
nearer and families prepare in earnest
to vacation, why look for holidaying
in Europe, the Americas or even in the
Middle East when there are choice places
around Nigeria.
One of such choice places is the Zuma
Rock Resort, about a 40 min-1 hour
drive from the Central Area, Abuja. This
resort which is located along the AbujaKaduna Expressway, offers a beautiful
view of Zuma Rock.
The Private 18 Hole Golf Guest Inn
of Royal Institute Zuma Rock Resort
believes in delivering an exceptional
service to customers.
Here are some fun activities at the
resort.
1. Vacation at the resort. Rooms go for as
low as N35,000 and as high as N200,000
(a 3 bedroom penthouse). All rooms are
inclusive of breakfast. They are usually
full, so book ahead.
2. Ride a bicycle around the resort, costs
N2,000 for 30 minutes.
3. Horse Riding (for children only), costs
N4,000 for 30 minutes.
4. Dine at Cilantroabuja, the menu
may not be as wide but it is definitely a
different experience eating with the view
of Zuma Rock.
5. Swimming at the pool costs N5,000
for adults and N2,000 for children.

6. For a tour the resort, there are
tricycles on ground to take you around
for free.
The resort offers a clear view of the
Zuma Rock which is about 2 kilometres
away.
With free wifi, an on-site restaurant
with a view of the rock and free entrance,
Zuma Rock Resort offers relaxation at
its peak.
Its home state, Niger is a state in the
Middle Belt region of Nigeria and the
largest state in the country. The state’s
capital is at Minna, with Bida, Kontagora
and Suleja as other cities the state was
formed in 1976 when the then NorthWestern State was bifurcated into Niger
and Sokoto States.
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Senate Defers
Amendment
Of Transport
Commission Bill
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

Senate Summons NLNG Over Failure
To Compensate 73 Communities
Senate has given the management of the
Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas Limited a
one-week ultimatum to appear before its
committee on Ethics, Privileges and Public
Petitions or face the consequences for failing
to do so.
The summons was issued yesterday by
the President of the Senate, Ahmad Lawan,
when the chamber considered a report by the
Ethics Committee on the refusal by NLNG
to pay compensation for lands acquired
from seventy-three (73) host communities
in Rivers State.
The report was against the backdrop of a
petition received from one Chief Enyinna
Onuegbu on behalf of the communities
located in Obiafu, Soku to Bonny,
respectively.
The consideration of the report was,
however, stepped down midway by the
chamber, pending the outcome of the
summons on NLNG.
The Senate President, while issuing the
summons said, “Instead of just saying NLNG
should go and pay 18 billion and at the end of
the day nothing happens, let us give NLNG
one more chance, and this should be by the
Senate itself, not our committee.
“I am sure NLNG is listening. NLNG
should appear within one week before
our Committee on Ethics, Privileges and
Public Petitions with their evidence of
compensation.
“If they fail, then the Senate will take a
decision on NLNG in this respect” .
Chairman of the Ethics Committee,
Senator Ayo Akinyelure ,Ondo Central,
in his presentation, said that, “Following
the incorporation of the Nigeria Liquefied
Natural Gas Limited ,NLNG, it acquired
landed properties in Rivers State in 1996

spanning over 210 kiln for use as its pipelines
Right of Way ,RoW, which ended at the
export terminal of the NLNG in Finima
Bonny Local Government Area of Rivers
State.
“That there are over 73 communities and
over 200 families whose sources of livelihood
was negatively impacted upon by the said
acquisition;
“That NLNG neither proved nor showed
evidence to the Committee that it paid
compensation to the 73 Communities
for loss of use of their land to pipelines
Right of Way ,RoW; and that there was no
Memorandum of Understanding ,MoU,
signed between the Communities and
NLNG on future obligations in the name
of Corporate Social Responsibility with the
impacted communities;
“That there was evidence that other
Oil Companies such as Shell Petroleum
Development Company, Totalfina Elf
Petroleum Nigeria Ltd, Agip Oil Corporation
paid compensation for loss of use of land to
their Host Communities; and
“That the Communities were claiming
the sum of N18,448,842,500,00 being
compensation for the loss of use of their land
as at May, 2020”.
Meanwhile, the Senate has urged the
Federal Ministry of Education to forthwith
issue one Mr. Sunday M. Akinwale a National
Youth Service Corps ,NYSC, exemption
certificate.
This was contained in a resolution reached
sequel to the consideration of a report by
the Ethics Committee on a petition received
from Mr. Akinwale against the Minister of
Education and the Director-General of the
National Youth Service Corps for non-release
of his NYSC exemption letter.

Akinyelure, in his presentation, stated that
the petitioner “graduated with LLB (Hons.) in
Law at the age of 41 and has proceeded to Bar
1 and 2 and has been called to the Nigerian
Bar and he currently practices as partner at
Lawville Chambers in Akure, Ondo State;
“That Birmingham City University was
an accredited institution in the United
Kingdom and wondered why the Federal
Ministry of Education should not evaluate
his credential and process the release of his
exemption certificate after he had proceeded
to Law School, and having been called to the
Nigerian Bar and currently, a practicing
Lawyer;
“That the Federal Ministry of Education
subjected Sunday Akinwale to harsh
conditions by compelling him to go and resit for Mathematics;
“That the policy of the National Standing
Committee of the Federal Ministry of
Education on foreign qualifications negates
section 11 of the National Youth Service
Corps Act CapN84, Laws of the Federation
of 2004.
“The Act empowers the NYSC among other
duties to issue a discharge certificate to every
member that has successfully completed
the one year mandatory service. However,
in place of the discharge certificate an
exemption certificate may be issued to those
that graduated at age 31 years and above.
“That the policy stood in the way of the
release of the exemption certificate to
Sunday Akinwale; and That the policy of the
National Standing Committee on candidates
who had already obtained their first degrees
with deficient entry qualifications should
re-sit for the affected papers before being
cleared for NYSC, was not backed by law and
so, could not stand”.

Senate yesterday stepped down
a motion seeking to amend the
National Transport Commission
(Establishment) Bill, 2022.
The motion for recommittal of the
bill to the Committee of the Whole was
sponsored by the Senate Leader, Yahaya
Abdullahi.
The chamber relied on Order 1(b) and
52(6) of the Senate Standing Order,
2022 as amended.
Senator
Abdullahi,
in
his
presentation, recalled that the National
Transport Commission (Establishment)
Bill, 2022 was passed by the Senate and
the House of Representatives and sent
to the President C-in-C but assent was
withheld with observations.
According to him, after critical
examination of the observations by
the Technical Team of the National
Assembly and critical stakeholders,
it was imperative “to address these
observations and make necessary
amendments in order to rejig the
transport sector of the economy”.
Senator James Manager , Delta
South, however, advised his colleagues
that the motion for recommital of
the Transport Commission bill be
stepped down until when details of the
observations raised by the President
are detailed in a report.
The Senate President, Ahmad Lawan,
who shared Manager’s view said, “The
areas observed by the President on
the bill should have been highlighted
because not all of us were there.
“It is appropriate that we stand down
consideration of this report until those
areas of concern are made available to
Senators in the lead debate, because
that will help us make informed
judgment on how we treat and process
this bill”.
Manager, thereafter, moved a motion
for the amendment of the bill by the
Committee of the Whole to be stepped
down.
The motion was seconded by Senator
Ibrahim Gobir ,Sokoto East.

Abdullahi
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Lawan

Senate Approves N215.8bn Budget For FIRS
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

Senate yesterday approved the sum of
N215,811,290,243 billion as budget for
the Federal Inland Revenue Service ,FIRS,
for the 2022 fiscal year.
The approval followed the consideration
of a report by the Committee on Finance
during plenary.
Chairman of the Committee, Senator

Solomon Olamilekan Adeola (Lagos
West), in his presentation, said out of the
amount approved, N119,684,218,735 was
for Personnel Cost; N60,160,518,057 for
Overhead Cost; and N35,966,553,451 for
Capital Cost.
He stated that the 2022 projected Cost
of Collection of N215.81 billion was
slightly lower than the 2021 approved

revenue which stood at N216.65bn.
He explained that the difference
represents a Cost of Collection ,CoC,
decrease of N840 million on the overall
projected non-oil revenue.
Adeola disclosed that personnel cost
was based on staff strength on the payroll
including social benefits such as NHIS,
Pension contribution among others, and

... Passes Metrological Agency Bill
Senate yesterday passed the Nigerian
Meteorological Agency Bill, 2022
to provide for the regulation of
meteorology in Nigeria.
The passage of the bill was sequel
to the consideration of a report by
the Committee on Aviation during
plenary.
Chairman of the Committee,
Senator Smart Adeyemi ,Kogi West,
in his presentation, said the bill seeks
to repeal the Nigerian Meteorological
Agency Act, 2003 and enact the
Nigerian Meteorological Agency
to provide for the Regulation of
Meteorology in the country.
“The objective of the Bill is for
the purpose of enacting an Act
that will give the Agency the sole

authority to regulate, license,
approve and authorize the standard
of meteorological activities and
operation in Nigeria.
“It seeks to be more elaborate
than the existing Act to enable the
Agency enhance its mandates and
meet its operational requirements
to enable it have clearer regulatory
powers; effectively regulate climate
information,
generation
and
dissemination in Nigeria; be able
to charge and collect revenue; and
effectively manage utilization of
climate and weather information in
various sections of Nigeria’s national
life”, Adeyemi said.
The lawmaker observed that the
dominant opinion on the Bill was

that NIMET should be wholly turned
around for optimal efficiency and to
bring it in agreement with global best
practices.
“It is evident that the impacts of
extreme weather and climate events
are increasing in intensity, frequency
and geographic scope in Nigeria.
“In order to be proactive and
consistent in providing goods
and services necessary to support
the achievement of Sustainable
Development Goal ,SDGs,in Nigeria,
NIMET is required to contribute crucial
weather and climate information
services to various socio economic
sectors and to also contribute to
the regional and global observation
systems for the benefit of all.

anticipated performance bonus for the
year.
He attributed the increase in overhead
projection to the need for more robust
operational activities which has a direct
relationship with overhead budget lines
such as electricity tariff, generator fuel
cost, legal services due to tax disputes,
local travels and transport and critical
ones that relate directly to tax collection
and administration.
The lawmaker added that capital cost
estimates reported include on-going and
new projects which are to be executed
during the 2022 financial year.
“These are a result of expected
completion of projects, payment of
retention on completed projects and some
new projects for effective revenue drive”,
he said.
Giving a review of the 2021 Budget
Performance of the FIRS, Adeola said,
“The Service collected N4.53 trillion as of
October 31, 2021 out of the total projected
revenue target of N7.61 trillion which
represents 60% achievement.
“The performance based on the target
for the period of N6.34 trillion represents
71% achievement.
“The Non-Oil component of the tax
collected stands at N3.5 trillion and
represents 63% achievement of total nonoil revenue target of N5.6 trillion”.
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The Opportunities For Nigeria-China Cooperation In 2022 (I)

D

espite the rampage and ravages
of the Covid-19 pandemic and
its induced global economic
down turn, Nigeria and China
trade volume galloped to 20
billion U.S dollars after the year 2020 and
is expected to maintain a sound growth
momentum, especially in 2022.
However, while concerns are rife among
Nigerians on the question of trade imbalance
between Nigeria and China, there are
considerable missing gaps in the emotive
narrative of the trade disequilibrium in favour
of China. However, trade is one strand of the
comprehensive and strategic partnership
between Nigeria and China and even within
the framework of trade; there are enough
grounds to cover to balance the bilateral trade
cooperation.
China has made efforts to close its trade
gaps with African partners by offering huge
non tariff entry of products and services
from the continent to its huge market. In the
past three years since 2018, China has held
three Import Expo designed to offer access
to foreign goods and services providers to its
huge market.
Nigeria and some selected African countries
have been invited to these Import Expo to
show-case their products and services to the
Chinese markets. Seizing such opportunities
to gain access to the Chinese market is
matter of the readiness and initiatives of the
participating countries to explore the market
and engage the opportunities it offers.
More specifically, following the outcome of
Beijing Summit of the Forum On China-Africa
Cooperation (FOCAC) in September, 2018
the Chinese side established the China-Africa
Economic and Trade Expo that holds yearly
since then, in the Chinese city of Changsha in
the country’s central Province of Hunan. The
expo is specifically designed to provide access

Onyeama

to the Chinese market of African products
and Services, and despite the outbreak of
the Covid-19 pandemic, the Expo has been
consistently and successfully held since 2019,
with the latest held in September last year. At
the last Expo, 135 deals with a value of 22.9
billion U.S dollars in diverse areas such as
trade, investment, Infrastructure, agriculture,
manufacturing, aviation and tourism were
successfully concluded. Compared to the
2019 when 700 companies took part in the
Expo, the latest edition in 2021 attracted 900
companies from more than 40 companies,
including Nigeria.
Besides the business deals that were signed
at the Expo, 320 companies put forward their
products at the event, netting in 38.7 million
U.S dollars in online trading. Despite that
Nigeria was invited, it was other Six African
countries- Kenya, Algeria, Ethiopia, Rwanda,
South Africa and Senegal that headlined
the event and signaled the vigor of Africa to
catch up with opportunities to firm up and
close the gap in its trade and investment ties
with China. Through the mechanism of the
economic and trade expo, more agricultural
produce from Africa are gaining access to the

Chinese market, after elimination of restrictive
entry barriers. Other commodities from Africa
including oil, copper, iron are making steady
entry to the Chinese market.
At the Expo last September, a wide array
of Africa’s agricultural produce ranging from
Kenyan tea, Rwandan Coffee, South Africa’s
blueberries were on display. Kenya and China
signed formal agreement clearing a list of
additional products for export to China, which
included legumes, flowers, vegetables, meat,
hides, herbs and fruit. Kenyan’s companies
that participated in the expo reported a huge
Chinese market appetite longing for African
products.
Most of the products that other African
countries show-cased to the China market and
reaped bountiful benefits in signed deals and
on-the spot traded goods are in abundance
in Nigeria, but there has been very little in
terms of exposure to Nigeria’s businesses and
companies with respect to the opportunities
of the Chinese market. The Nigeria’s relevant
authorities and bureaucracy have not exerted
itself optimally to give adequate exposure
to the prospects of Chinese huge market to
Nigeria businesses. While the addiction to
buying from China is evidently palpable and
reasonable on rational market terms, the
appetite and thirst to sell to China has huge
comparative advantage that can create the
necessary equilibrium in the two countries
bilateral trade and opportunities clearly
abound for Nigeria to scale up her engagement
with China and fill in the gap of the Chinese
thirst for African products. The recently
concluded 8th Ministerial conference of the
Forum On China-Africa Cooperation(FOCAC)
held in Dakar, Senegal last November, further
boost the opportunity of China to African
countries, including Nigeria.

To
terrorists who
blew up a church
in Mutum-Biyu,
the Headquarters
of Gassol Local
Government Area of
Taraba State.
Be warned!
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